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North Shore ARES After Action Report
Ice Storm of 2008
OVERVIEW
A significant winter storm impacted the region from Thursday evening, December 11 lasting through
Friday morning, December 12 bringing primarily a hazard of significant freezing rain accretion. North
Shore ARES was activated and deployed numerous ham radio operators into an ARES‐MAT (Mutual
Assistance Team) in order to provide relief communications to the city of Gardner, MA which is located
Northwest of Worcester, with a drive time of between 60 and 90 minutes from the North Shore area.
Communications were provided between the EOC located at the Gardner Police Station, two shelters,
the hospital, and a National Grid command vehicle. The following is a summary of events which will
walk you through this North Shore ARES activation.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2008
SKYWARN operations began early in the afternoon to determine the location of what is known as the
“32 Degree Line”, which would help to refine the forecast towards who gets rain and who gets ice.
SKYWARN Net Control duties were assumed by Nat‐NG1Z and Jason‐KB1PQB through the afternoon and
early evening, and were assumed by Jim‐KB1KQW after 22:00.
Early evening only saw a few scattered reports of precipitation type and there were not many reports of
icing received. However, as the evening began to unfold the level of reporting increased significantly.
Reports were received from both New Hampshire and Maine and forwarded to the appropriate weather
forecast office.
Rochester NH reported ¼ inch of ice accretion at 21:41 with freezing rain continuing and no end in sight.
Haverhill reported a glaze at around the same time and numerous trees began to fall around the area
per reports from public safety. As we moved to the 23:00 hour Rochester NH updated to 3/8 to ½ inch
of ice accretion and in North Andover wires were reported down and the local Police department in and
out of power. Multiple limbs were reported down in Haverhill.
SKYWARN continued well through the night with reports escalating in severity. It became quite clear
around midnight that the situation was deteriorating rapidly. Numerous communities were
experiencing total power failures and the infrastructure damage reports were increasing. Haverhill
reported around 00:25 a tree was down on both a car and a person; however the person escaped
serious injury and was able to seek his own medical attention. Trees were also reported down on
houses throughout the area with ice accretion now averaging over ½ inch radial accretion.
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Many SKYWARN reporters called in instances of transformers exploding on a continuous basis, and
power continued to fail across the region. In Haverhill around 00:50 the Police and Fire departments
lost their communications tower. The Police frequency moved to simplex and the Fire department
moved to a backup repeater after a period of inactivity. On the same tower, several radio stations were
out, but most importantly the aircraft warning lights were out and this tower was located in close
proximity to Lawrence airport. Trees were reported down in Pepperell and several SKYWARN reports
came in describing the sound of numerous limbs, trees, and branches cracking loudly and causing
damage all night long.
There were reports received of mass evacuations beginning in Sterling, MA which needed confirmation.
Using the resources we had in place in our area, we were able to pick up radio traffic on their police
frequency which gave us information they were not evacuating. Special thanks to Brian‐WO1VES who
was able to monitor this traffic from his home location to provide us information and additional reports.
SKYWARN operations were linked into the New England Reflector (*NEW‐ENG* / Node 9123) from
02:30 until 06:45 to allow net controls to get a brief period of rest.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2008
SKYWARN operations resumed at approximately 06:45 and lasted through a better part of the day to
pass additional damage reports to the National Weather Service. Numerous reports were received as
daylight broke which detailed the severity of the situation. SKYWARN Net Control duties were handled
by Jim‐KB1KQW, Jason‐KB1PQB, and Nat‐NG1Z.
Reports of icing 3/8” to 1/2” were received in Haverhill with larger amounts of ice accretion (up to and
over 1.0”) reported in portions of Middlesex and Worcester County. Manny‐N1YLJ reported from
Haverhill they had no power since 23:00 / Thursday and this was expected to continue. Tree limbs were
down across his driveway and numerous streets in the area.
States of emergency were declared for dozens of communities in Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
At approximately 09:00 the governor of Massachusetts, along with New Hampshire, declared state‐wide
States of Emergency to remain in effect until further notice.
Reports of street and stream/river flooding were received in addition to the damage reports. In
Groveland one stream was ready to go over bank full over center street, and some urban and drainage
flooding was reported in Peabody, Saugus, and Swampscott.
As the situation continued to worsen, shelters began to open across the state to accommodate the
many displaced residents. Based on this information and the scope of the devastation, North Shore
ARES was placed into Stand‐by status effective 12:30 by KB1KQW and KA1NCF. This was agreed upon by
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Rob‐KD1CY, Eastern Massachusetts ARES SEC and, after a conference call with North Shore ARES, was
communicated through e‐mail and announced on the Danvers Repeater. At this point we would only be
seeking requests for availability to support any potential requests for support that were received.
There were a few amateurs that checked in with us who lost their phone service. Net controls stood by
on frequency to relay any reports of EMERGENCY or PRIORITY traffic that may have arisen. However, no
requests for relay to public safety took place over the course of Friday.
A very strongly worded Special Weather Statement from the National Weather Service in Taunton was
issued around 14:30 stating helpful information for residents that needed shelter. This was
communicated over the Danvers Repeater every 30 minutes until 17:00.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 2008
Requests came in for ARES support through the state RACES desk for an immediate need to handle
health and welfare traffic in the city of Gardner, MA. It was established that North Shore ARES would
serve as the focal point for the activation and deployment in order to minimize confusion and Jim‐
KB1KQW handled those duties. Operators were deployed through the cooperation of North Shore ARES
and Franklin County ARES beginning at 18:30. Deployed from 18:30 through 23:30 was Jason‐KB1PQB
and Steve‐KB1LKR was deployed from 18:30 through 08:00 Sunday.
Jim‐KB1KQW was deployed to the State Emergency Operations Center for additional support at the
state RACES desk and was deployed from 08:00 until 19:00 to assist Mike‐W1MPN.
Jason‐KB1PQB and Gordon‐KX1KTY performed hourly ARES Resource call‐ups which began at 10:00 and
lasted through 23:00 as part of our stand‐by activation to have a list of volunteers ready for deployment
on a moment’s notice. Jim‐KB1KQW coordinated the overall ARES response from the SEOC along with
Eric‐KA1NCF who assisted with coordination duties throughout the day from his home location as well.
ARES Conference calls took place at 11:00 and 16:00 to coordinate efforts across the region and
included members of North Shore ARES, Eastern and Western MA ARES, and the ARRL.
Saturday Deployments:

1 North Shore ARES to SEOC
2 North Shore ARES to GARDNER
2 Franklin County ARES to GARDNER

Total Deployments to Date:

5 Total Operators
3 North Shore ARES
2 Franklin County ARES
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SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2008
Operations began early and took place in several phases throughout the day with ARES‐MAT support in
Gardner and with hourly resource net call‐ups taking place on the Danvers repeater.
Five operators from North Shore ARES were deployed to Gardner for ARES support at 08:00 hours for a
12 hour shift. Operators deployed were Rick‐KB1LYJ, Kathy‐KB1LPW, Nat‐NG1Z, John‐NX1Z, and Chuck‐
K1MIZ. Communications continued to be established between the Gardner EOC at the police station
and the shelter at the middle school. Additionally, a second shelter was opened at the armory with
residents transferred to the second shelter in addition to all new people seeking shelter. The Gardner
repeater which was without commercial power had power restored at 16:30 when the request for a
generator was acted upon by MEMA. Simplex operations continued to take place up to that point in
time and remain a possibility if the repeater loses power again.
A second shift was deployed to Gardner for ARES support for a shift beginning at 20:00 and lasting
through to 08:00 on Monday. This shift was comprised of mostly South Shore ARES personnel after
having activated South Shore ARES for additional support. Operators deployed were Phil‐N1XTB, Joe‐
W1JOE, Paul‐KB1MTW, and Bruce‐KC1US from North Shore ARES. No significant change in the
operation was expected throughout the night
Mike‐KB1OHZ was deployed to the State Emergency Operations Center for additional support at the
state RACES desk and was deployed from 08:00 until 20:00. Gordon‐KX1KTY performed the hourly ARES
Resource call‐ups from 13:00 through 21:00, while Jim‐KB1KQW continued to coordinate the overall
ARES response and performed the hourly call‐ups from 08:00‐12:00 and from 22:00‐23:00 and Eric‐
KA1NCF assisted with coordination duties throughout the day as well.
ARES Conference calls took place once again today at 09:00 and 16:00 to coordinate efforts across the
region. Members of North and South Shore ARES, Eastern and Western MA ARES, and the ARRL took
part in the calls today. Nat‐NG1Z took part in the call upon the request of the Gardner EMA director in
order to have a complete picture of the status of operations.
Sunday Deployments:

1 North Shore ARES to SEOC
6 North Shore ARES to GARDNER
3 South Shore ARES to GARDNER

Total Deployments to Date:

15 Total Operators
10 North Shore ARES
2 Franklin County ARES
3 South Shore ARES
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2008
Operations continued throughout the day with ARES‐MAT support in Gardner and with hourly resource
net call‐ups once again taking place on the Danvers repeater. Mike‐KB1OHZ and Gordon‐KX1KTY
handled the resource net call‐ups for the day, and Gordon was tasked with creating a call‐up net control
schedule for Tuesday to plan for additional availability.
Five operators from Franklin County ARES were deployed to the Gardner operation beginning at 08:00
to relieve the previous night’s crew. Those operators were Tom‐N1OTS, Christopher‐KB1NEK, Chester‐
N1XPT, Edith‐KB1NQL, and Carl‐KB1NOB. These operators requested to be relieved at 16:00 instead of
20:00 in order to attend a commitment back in Franklin County. It turned out that two of the operators
ended up being able to stay until 20:00 due to the struggle in obtaining operators for relief efforts.
An extra ham was deployed to Gardner to assist with a new operation linking a National Grid command
vehicle back to the EOC and shelters to inform residents of power restoration. Marek‐KB1NCG was
deployed from North Shore ARES to assist with this function and his availability was tasked through the
night time hours to assist with the main operation.
An additional team was deployed at 20:00 of three amateurs which included Paul‐KB1PWC, Bill‐KB1G
from Rhode Island ARES, and Dave‐KB1OCL. Bill‐KB1G was available from 20:00 until 00:00/Tuesday for
support with the other operators available until approximately 06:00 Tuesday.
Of significant note today was the loss of incoming phone service with the local hospital in Gardner. It is
noted that Amateur Radio served as the only link between the hospital and the EOC for all requests.
This was viewed as a critical communications link and was secured around 16:00 when phone service
was restored to the hospital. Only general traffic was passed regarding the hospital, however there was
one instance of a prescription needing to be filled for a sheltered resident that was handled through
Amateur Radio.
Resources were significantly depleted on this day and it was a sincere struggle to fill the overnight shift
for Gardner, however we were able to locate enough support. Additionally, Rhode Island ARES and
Connecticut District 5 ARES were both activated to provide relief operators for Gardner and other
operations that may arise. This was coordinated through Rob‐KD1CY and John‐N2YHK.
North Shore ARES continued to provide a presence on the twice‐daily conference calls which once again
occurred at 09:00 and 16:00. An additional conference call was scheduled for 23:00 to update everyone
on Gardner as it appeared operations were beginning to wind down. Further details would be provided
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on Tuesday’s call. Members of North and South Shore ARES, Eastern and Western MA ARES, and the
ARRL in addition to Marek‐KB1NCG took part in today’s conference calls.
Monday Deployments:

5 Franklin County ARES to GARDNER
2 North Shore ARES to GARDNER
1 Rhode Island ARES to GARDNER
1 Middlesex County to GARDNER

Total Deployments to Date:

24 Total Operators
12 North Shore ARES
7 Franklin County ARES
3 South Shore ARES
1 Rhode Island ARES
1 Middlesex County Amateur Operator

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 2008
Operations in Gardner reached a conclusion on Tuesday as shelters began to close down in the area.
Taking part in the operation for the day was Marek‐KB1NCG and Paul‐KB1PWC who both arrived in
Gardner the previous day. Upon coordination in the morning with ARES and further coordination within
the town at 10:00, all shelters were able to close and the operation was able to secure at 12:32 bringing
the total deployment time to approximately 66 hours of support.
There were no additional requests for support that arrived on Tuesday that required amateur radio
support. It was decided to closely monitor things for the remainder of the day and return North Shore
ARES to Stand‐By mode effective at 00:00 / Wednesday. North Shore ARES would be placed in stand‐by
mode for the remainder of the week into Sunday night due to the potential of two winter storms on the
horizon.
North Shore ARES continued to coordinate a resource list and scaled back the level of the resource net
call‐ups to match the needs at hand. Gordon‐KX1KTY upon consultation with Jim‐KB1KQW decided to
hold four resource nets per day on Wednesday and Thursday at 09:00, 13:00, 17:00, and 21:00. Should
further deployment not be required we would potentially secure this operation on Friday pending the
outcome of the remainder of the week.
Availability requests were received from as far away as Connecticut and New York, with complete teams
at the ready should more ARES‐MAT assistance be required. This list was maintained by Jim‐KB1KQW
who remained the single point of contact for ARES‐MAT. By 12:00, a list of 12‐15 hams with various
availability through the weekend was compiled and placed into hold should resources be required. E‐
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mails were also sent by Steve‐W3EVE to the various public service communications e‐mail lists including
the Boston Marathon list which provided numerous responses consisting of additional support.
One ham was deployed to the State Emergency Operations Center in Framingham in support of RACES
operations during the overnight hours. This support was provided by Lou‐N1UEC based on availability
provided to the North Shore ARES Resource Net.
Conference calls for coordination once again took place at 08:30 and 16:00. Members of North Shore
ARES, South Shore ARES, and the EMA and WMA Section Emergency Coordinators all took part in the
call along with the ARRL and representatives at the Gardner operation. After our 16:00 call it was
decided no further calls would take place unless conditions changed and further deployments were
likely and further communication would take place via email. However, it was deemed possible that a
call would take place on Thursday to check on the situation prior to the arrival of a winter storm on
Friday.

Tuesday Deployments:

0 New Hams deployed to Gardner
1 Ham deployed to the State Emergency Operations Center from North
Shore and Norfolk County ARES

Total Deployments to Date:

25 Total Operators
13 North Shore ARES
7 Franklin County ARES
3 South Shore ARES
1 Rhode Island ARES
1 Middlesex County Amateur Operator

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2008
There were no active deployments or support operations through the day on Wednesday after having
secured the Gardner operation the previous day. North Shore ARES remained on stand‐by alert status
and continues to plan on remaining at a heightened sense of awareness through the weekend with two
potentially significant winter storms forecasted to impact the region.
Resource call‐ups were scaled back to four calls today taking place at 09:00, 13:00, 17:00 and 21:00.
These calls were primarily to keep people informed that North Shore ARES was still on stand‐by alert
and requesting any potential volunteers should an additional activation be required. At this time, it
appears support requests are unlikely; however the primary concern to the ARES leadership on this date
is potential shelter operations with the incoming snow storms.
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No requests for support or any alerts to potential support operations were received. No conference
calls took place to coordinate response and recovery operations due to no ongoing support taking place.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18, 2008
North Shore ARES Remained on Stand‐By status continuing to monitor any possible requests for support
that might have arisen.
There was one e‐mail message that was produced by NH‐ARES stating the need for support in Hillsboro
County, however they are opting to handle this request through their own resources and have not
requested ARES‐MAT support. Rob‐KD1CY checked in with the NH‐ARES Section leadership stating that
EMA ARES was at the ready, and support could potentially be provided. They responded to us stating
that they did not feel this was necessary at this point in time, however they did appreciate the fact that
there were available amateurs in our section, and at one point did in fact consider their options with
utilizing our resources. However, no deployments occurred and North Shore ARES leadership continued
to monitor the ongoing recovery operation.
Resource call‐ups were brought to a conclusion today at 17:00 and it was decided they would be
reinstated if further support was requested. Resource call‐ups took place at 09:00, 13:00, 17:00. Again,
these calls were primarily to keep people informed that North Shore ARES remained on stand‐by alert
and requesting any potential volunteers should an additional activation be required. The 17:00 call‐up
served as an announcement notice for the upcoming winter storm and any developments that occurred
over the past 24 hours.
Again, no requests for support or any alerts to potential support operations were received. No
conference calls took place to coordinate response and recovery operations due to no ongoing support
taking place.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19, 2008
North Shore ARES again continued our stand‐by status for any potential support requests that may have
come in during the day. Particularly of note was the forecast for 8‐12 inches of snow accumulation with
periodic light snow throughout the night.
Support was provided to Peabody Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) for this storm as per our
normal protocols for providing ARES support to that agency. We were also contacted by Mike‐W1MPN
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around 16:30 for a potential support mission in the Wilmington area due to two lost kids and the
potential need to support a Search and Rescue mission. Nat‐NG1Z who was operating as SKYWARN Net
Control immediately called for potential resources in the event we needed to be dispatched to that
location however the missing kids were located prior to any need for ARES support.
Snowfall accumulations averaged 7‐10 inches across the area for this storm, and no ARES deployments
were necessary. PEMA secured at 23:00 once the majority of the storm came to an end.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 2008
North Shore ARES remained on stand‐by status throughout the day today in a monitoring mode for the
upcoming snowfall on Sunday. Strong winds, heavy snow, a flash freeze, and a change to rain are all in
the forecast for Sunday prompting our remaining in stand‐by alert.
No requests for support were again received today, however SKYWARN monitored throughout the day
for a continued light snowfall that did not let up until later in the afternoon/early evening. The stand‐by
coordination message was updated with current information regarding the forecast for Sunday and
disseminated to the North Shore ARES email list.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 21, 2008
As the third in a series of significant winter storms impacted the region, North Shore ARES remained on
stand‐by status again through the day. A storm brought 4‐8 inches of snow to the region, and this was a
wetter and heavier snowfall than the previous storm.
ARES support was provided to Peabody Emergency Management again during this storm at the request
of the emergency management director. Jim‐KB1KQW worked the ARES desk while Mike‐KB1OHZ
worked at the PEMA desk and were later joined by Eric‐KA1NCF. No other ARES calls for support were
received.
Damage reports were received via SKYWARN and passed along to the National Weather Service in
Taunton. There were several downed wires in Peabody along with a couple of trees down. Additional
damage reports were received in Marblehead, Swampscott, Beverly, and Danvers.
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 22, 2008
After several days working through a stand‐by activation, North Shore ARES secured operations officially
at 23:00. No further requests for support were received as a result of the ice storm and the additional
winter storms that impacted the region.
North Shore ARES leadership will continue to monitor the weather conditions and we will reactivate
ARES accordingly, however this does not look likely based on upcoming forecasts. A message
announcing our securing was distributed to the e‐mail list and the rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES
secured their operations as well.

GARDNER OPERATIONS
The main purpose for this activation of North Shore ARES was a request by the emergency management
director for the city of Gardner, MA, Paul Topolski – W1SEX. Gardner had suffered from significant
infrastructure damage as a result of the ice storm and as a result opened two shelters to care for
displaced residents. Most of the town was without power for several days, and at the height of the
storm the entire town is believed to have lost power.
Since public safety radio systems were becoming over burdened with health and welfare radio traffic,
Paul put in a call to John Ruggerio – N2YHK, Western Massachusetts ARES SEC for Amateur Radio help.
As most of his ARES resources were tied up with local ARES operations, he turned to Rob Macedo –
KD1CY, Eastern Massachusetts ARES SEC for assistance. The request was passed along to North Shore
ARES who immediately commenced a resource net for available bodies for deployment. The operation
was conducted as an ARES‐MAT (Mutual Assistance Team) since the section where the support was
requested from did not have the necessary bodies to carry out the request.
After phone coordination with Paul – W1SEX, it was decided support should begin Saturday night,
December 13, 2008 at 20:00 and be carried out in standard 12 hour shifts. North Shore ARES moved to
full activation status at 18:30 on Saturday, December 13 to aid in this call for assistance. Two operators
were deployed from North Shore ARES and two from Franklin County ARES to begin the operation. A
total of five (5) operators were requested for each shift with support requested through at least Monday
and possibly into Tuesday (a total of two to three days).
Coordination conference calls were established twice per day to keep necessary parties informed of the
situation in Gardner and expand our requests for resources as required. Participating in the calls were
Jim Palmer – KB1KQW from North Shore ARES who would become the ARES‐MAT Coordinator, in
addition to Eric Horwitz – KA1NCF. Also participating were Rob‐KD1CY, John‐N2YHK, the SEOC RACES
desk in Framingham, and Dennis Dura – K2DCD, Manager of Emergency Preparedness and Response for
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the ARRL. These calls were carried out from Saturday through Tuesday afternoon for a total of 8 calls.
Each call was between 20‐30 minutes. After the last call it was decided to handle any further ARES‐MAT
business by e‐mail unless additional deployments were required.
Both new and experienced ham radio operators joined in this operation. There were a few amateurs
who had no net control experience and found themselves leading the operation at the police station. In
at least one instance, a member of the North Shore ARES team who is a nurse found herself relocated to
one of the shelters to provide medical assistance in the event medical care was needed.
Particularly of note was the loss of incoming phone service for a portion of the city, including to the
hospital. Amateur Radio operations were not requested up until that point, when an operator was
dispatched to that location. Amateur Radio served as the only means of communication between the
Police Department and the Hospital, with critical traffic being passed to request medication for patients
in the shelter.
Amateur Radio communications were established in several points in town, with the Gardner Police
station being set up as Net Control. Tactical call signs were Shelter #1 for the shelter at the Gardner
Middle School, Shelter #2 for the second shelter established at the National Guard Armory in Gardner,
“Hospital” for the Heywood Hospital during the telephone outage, and “National Grid” for the mobile
operations center that coordinated return of electricity on Monday.
The activation secured at 12:32 hours on Tuesday, December 16. A total of 21 Amateur Radio operators
provided an approximately 257 hours of communications support to the city of Gardner during the
course of the activation. Please see the statistics section below for further facts and information as a
result of this operation.

PARTICIPANTS
The following are stations that were deployed during the activation period. This list does not
include stations that served as ARES or Skywarn Net Control Stations. In all, 25 amateurs
provided a total of 288.25 hours of volunteer service.
CALL‐SIGN

NAME

LOCATION

HOURS SERVED

AGENCY SERVED

KB1KQW
KB1OHZ
N1UEC
KB1LKR
KB1PQB
UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN

Jim
Mike
Lou
Steve
Jason
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Peabody, MA
Saugus, MA
Walpole, MA
Reading, MA
Groveland, MA
Franklin County (Sat)
Franklin County (Sat)

11
12
12
12
5
12
12

SEOC / WC1MA
SEOC / WC1MA
SEOC / WC1MA
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
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KB1LYJ
KB1LPW
NG1Z
NX1Z
K1MIZ
KC1US
N1XTB
KB1MTW
W1JOE
N1OTS
KB1NEK
N1XPT
KB1NQL
KB1QCC
KB1NCG
KB1PWC
KB1G
KB1OCL

Rick
Kathy
Nat
John
Chuck
Bruce
Phil
Paul
Joe
Tom
Chris
Chester
Edith
Debbie
Marek
Paul
William
David

Revere, MA
Revere, MA
Marblehead, MA
Peabody, MA
Georgetown, MA
N. Chelmsford, MA
Middleborough, MA
Whitman, MA
Brockton, MA
Greenfield, MA
Shelburne Falls, MA
Turner Falls, MA
Turner Falls, MA
Gardner, MA
Belmont, MA
Salem, MA
Cumberland, RI
Westford, MA

13.5
13.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
16.25
18.5
18.5
13.25
9.75
10.75
3
4
13
24.5
16.5
1.25
13.5

GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER

STATISTICS/FACTS
The following statistics were compiled as a result of our operation:
Total Hours North Shore ARES was activated: 250.5 Hours (10 Days, 10.5 Hours)
Total Hours North Shore ARES was FORMALLY Activated: 78 Hours (3 Days, 6 Hours)
Total Hours North Shore ARES was INFORMALLY Activated: 172.5 Hours (7 Days, 4.5 Hours)
Approximate # of Administration Hours: 6 hours per day when activated, 3 when in stand‐by
Total Approximate # of Administration Hours: 30
8 Conference Calls were conducted amounting to approximately 218 minutes.
An average of 27.25 minutes was spent on each conference call.
Total # of people deployed to Gardner: 22
Total Ground‐Hours in Gardner: 253.25
Number of Gardner ARES‐MAT Shifts: 5
Average Operators per Shift: 4.4
Average Ground‐Hours in Gardner Per Person: 11.51
Total # of people deployed to SEOC: 3
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Total Ground‐Hours in SEOC: 35
Average Ground Hours in SEOC Per Person: 11.67
Average deployment hours per person (all operations): 11.53

Total Deployments to Date:

25 Total Operators
13 North Shore ARES
7 Franklin County ARES
3 South Shore ARES
1 Rhode Island ARES
1 Middlesex County Amateur Operator

RESOURCE NET
PURPOSE
The purpose of the resource net was to compile a list of operators, a list of their equipment resources, as well as
hourly availability for potential deployment / assistance in the ARES activation. Volunteers included operators
willing and able to travel to the site in question to operate from shelters, command posts, etc, as well as operators
who could assume the duties of a Net Control station to relay reports into and out of the affected area.

METHOD OF EXECUTION
The resource net consisted of a callup on the 145.47 Danvers repeater beginning at 1200 on Saturday December
13th, and continuing through Thursday, December 18th. Callups were hourly from 0800 through 2300 each day.
As the activation was winding down, we moved from hourly callups, to callups every 4 hours for Wednesday the
17th, and Thursday the 18th.

PEOPLE INVOLVED
The following stations were involved in the ARES Resource Net Call‐Ups:
KB1KQW ‐ Jim Palmer, NS ARES EC
KB1OHZ ‐ Mike Griffin, NS ARES AEC
KX1KTY ‐ Gordon Gravelese, NS ARES AEC
KB1PQB ‐ Jason Sample
NG1Z ‐ Nat Henricksen

IMPORTANT NOTES
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It should be noted that as the activation progressed, resources from the Danvers 145.47 repeater grew slim. The
activation as a whole was pulling resources from almost all of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and parts of
Connecticut. As the lead ARES Group coordinating the activation, callups should have been considered on other
repeaters (Boston 23, for example) to identify additional resources.
NET SCRIPT
This is <CALLSIGN> for North Shore ARES with the <TIME> Resource Net call‐up.
We are currently underway with ARES‐MAT operations supporting the city of Gardner with shelter
communications between the shelter and Police Station. Additional requests for support are likely to come in
therefore additional resources are requested for stand‐by assignments.
Are there any stations with EMERGENCY or PRIORITY traffic at this time…please call now?
Are there any stations with availability for ARES deployment? Please call now with your call‐sign
‐‐‐Stations with availability take information such as Call / Name / Hours Available / Equipment / Contact
Information
Are there any other stations with questions or any further business before we close this resource call‐up?
The next Resource Call‐Up will be at <TIME>. If there are any stations with questions, concern s, or comments
about the operation, please e‐mail us at ares@nsradio.org. A reminder that the repeater remains open for general
amateur use, however please leave breaks in your transmissions in the event of any stations that need to pass
traffic.
This is <CALLSIGN> for North Shore ARES standing by at <CURRENT TIME>

DUTIES BY POSITION
Eric Horwitz – KA1NCF: North Shore ARES DEC
‐ Participate in the daily conference calls
‐ Ensure proper ARES‐MAT protocols were being followed
‐ Recommend and locate additional deployment candidates from other ARES teams.
Jim Palmer – KB1KQW: North Shore ARES EC
‐ Serve as ARES‐MAT coordinator as closest ARES team to disaster area
‐ Draft and issue daily coordination messages
‐ Coordinate need for additional resources
‐ Ensure ARES‐MAT was effectively carried out
‐ Ensure all ARES‐MAT participants had their needs taken care of
‐ Participate in the daily conference calls
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‐

Issue the North Shore ARES After Action Report

Mike Griffin – KB1OHZ: North Shore ARES AEC/Administration
‐ Issue a daily situation report
‐ Log shifts worked on ARES‐MAT
‐ Coordinate After Action
Gordon Gravelese – KX1KTY: North Shore ARES AEC/Operations
‐ Serve as net control through the operation
‐ Coordinate the hourly resource net until secured
‐ Assist with compiling list of available resources from resource net and making list
available to remainder of NSARES leadership.
‐ Supporting remainder of NSARES/ARES Leadership Team as required.

CHALLENGES FACED
1. The adverse weather conditions provided for the largest challenge faced. Numerous hams that
would normally provide support to an ARES activation found themselves tied up with their own
response to the ice storm. Many people were unavailable either dealing with personal property
damage around their residences, or with local ARES/RACES operations due to the storm.
2. Availability of resources became a rather large challenge due to the limited available resources
from our own local area. Resources in Middlesex, Worcester, and Northern Essex Counties were
rapidly depleted as they responded to numerous local requests for shelter operations and local
RACES operations. Once our resources dried up, we needed to identify other resources within a
reasonable travel time from the ARES‐MAT area.
3. Coordination between several sections became an additional challenge once new resources
were identified. With numerous resources expressing availability on the last day of the
operation, we needed to keep local DEC/SEC’s updated as to the progress of the operation and if
their additional resources would become necessary.
4. Several hams opted to sign up that were new to the hobby with little or no training or
experience. Our challenge was to train them and provide them with enough knowledge to
perform the required duties, while keeping their jobs within their skill level.
5. The distance from the incident area was a challenge faced. Deployment members had to travel
approximately 1 hour from the North Shore, and those coming from Rhode Island or Southeast
Massachusetts had to face a drive time of approximately 90 minutes.
6. The final challenge faced was our own coordination. It became increasingly difficult to
coordinate between the four members of the North Shore ARES Leadership team as
coordination was being executed to assist with Gardner operations themselves.
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LESSONS LEARNED / IMPROVEMENTS
A. To identify additional resources within our section, Jim‐KB1KQW suggested reaching out to the
various public service lists within the area and contacted Steve‐W3EVE for assistance. We sent a
brief message to the Boston Marathon list, amongst others, to recruit these resources.
However, it was deemed not to be within ARES‐MAT protocol as several amateurs were on the
lists that resided outside of the Eastern Massachusetts Section. Ways to correct this in the
future would be Public Relations campaigns to recruit these amateurs into ARES (get them into
our database) as well as establish an Eastern Massachusetts Public Service list of amateurs that
reside only within our section should the need to recruit further amateurs for ARES deployment
occur in the future. This is a project for the SEC/DEC leadership to accomplish.
B. As noted in previous after action reports, the need remains to have three ways to notify ARES
members of ARES activation. We successfully utilized e‐mail and radio resource nets, however a
telephone notification network should be instituted and practiced. Recruitment of volunteers
to aid in this process should be considered. This will be a priority in 2009 by the North Shore
ARES leadership.
C. One critical component that may have been overlooked was “continuity of operations” and if
other members of the North Shore ARES team were able to carry out the duties of the EC should
Jim‐KB1KQW become unable to continue with the operation. Having our own coordination
meeting daily to accomplish this is one suggestion, and other ways of improving this aspect
should be investigated.
D. The length of the Coordination messages were called into question at one point in time,
however several other ARES members found the information useful for keeping up to date on
the situation. Future remedies include a shorter “facts only” brief coordination message and
substituting with the situation reports (Sit‐Reps) for more detailed information on all aspects of
the operation. The situation reports and coordination messages should contain separate
information but work in concert with each other. This could be handled by both the EC and the
AEC for Administration.
E. Along the same line with the e‐mail list, there should be a distinct protocol as to when to email
the full NSRA email in addition to the North Shore ARES email list to prevent as much duplication
of the emails as possible. We should also investigate if any email lists need to be merged into a
single list should any duplicate lists be in existence.
F. ARES Messages have been enabled for public viewing on the NSARES Yahoo Group for non‐
group members as of January 2009.
G. The method of selecting deployment teams proved a success as we were able to solicit a list of
availability and resources through both e‐mail and the resource net, and combine hams with
similar home locations, equipment, and availability for deployment. This allowed for common
schedules, equipment, and everyone was familiar with each other’s operating practices. This
should be continued in the future.
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H. The deployment memos proved informational and beneficial, however key information such as
frequencies and active duties were omitted. Driving Directions and an address should also be
included. We should draft a template based on the format used this activation to ensure key
details are covered.
I. While every attempt was made at keeping shifts within the scheduled 12 hour time frame, we
discovered additional time was required for shift change and briefings. In the future we could
potentially deploy personnel up to 60 minutes earlier to accommodate the shift change and
allow the previous shift to depart on‐time.
J. Due to the quick nature of the response and need to deploy people within a short time after the
incident, North Shore ARES may explore the possibility of a “NSARES Rapid Response Team”, a
list of up to 10 amateurs that would be available for deployment within 1‐2 hours of
notification. This would provide us time to both respond quickly and then work on a
deployment schedule for additional deployments over a longer term schedule.
K. We received one phone call regarding poor signal quality at times during the resource nets
making the Net Control station difficult to understand. We should look to recruit key net control
stations that reside within close proximity to the repeater or at a location sufficient enough to
provide a better‐than‐HT quality signal into the repeater when emergency/resource nets are in
progress.
L. North Shore ARES leadership made every attempt to conduct our own coordination over the
event, however due to the frequent conference calls with EMA ARES and the numerous e‐
mail/phone coordination with other areas, we did not coordinate as best as possible. In the
future we will make every attempt to hold at least one conference call of our own each evening
during an activation to ensure all North Shore ARES Leadership members are on the same page.
M. North Shore ARES Leadership should investigate a system to track our own administration hours
to better assist with reporting after the activations.
N. We need to compile all used forms and e‐mail templates over the past several activations and
possibly issue USB Flash Drives to North Shore ARES leadership so we have a common database
of files to utilize during activation. Flash drives would be preferred as they can reside off our
personal computers and accessible in the event of a power outage.
O. The Eastern Massachusetts ARES Database proved useful during this activation, and allowed us
to identify e‐mail addresses in the system from out district that were invalid. One possibility to
expedite the e‐mail notification process in the future may be an integrated e‐mail web form
within the database where districts of hams can be selected and an e‐mail sent out notifying
them of activation without the need to copy/paste them into our own e‐mail client.
P. Conditions and Operations permitting, we should make every attempt to visit the site we are
supporting when activation becomes necessary. We were unable to do so this event due to the
large amount of coordinated resources, however freeing up at least one member of the
leadership team to visit the operation is strongly encouraged.
Q. As part of our training, we should develop a standard list of equipment used for deployment
situations, both summer and wintertime.
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CONCLUSION
North Shore ARES once again proved to the Eastern Massachusetts Section and the Amateur Radio
community at large that our ARES team is ready for deployment to assist with any communications
emergency. Through our frequent drills and training sessions, we have proven ourselves as a valuable
asset when all else fails. This ice storm and subsequent ARES‐MAT was a tremendous success despite
the rough conditions and challenges faced, and once again we can all take away valuable lessons learned
as a result of this activation. The North Shore ARES Team thanks each and every Amateur Radio
operator for their support throughout this long duration activation of ARES/SKYWARN and looks forward
to working again with everyone in the future.

Report compiled and Respectfully Submitted by:

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
James R. Palmer ‐ KB1KQW
North Shore ARES Emergency Coordinator
North Shore Assistant SKYWARN Coordinator
978‐609‐0967 (cell)

With Additional Assistance from:

---------------------------------------------Eric Horwitz – KA1NCF
North Shore ARES
District Emergency Coordinator
978-828-0460 (cell)

---------------------------------------------Gordon Gravelese – KX1KTY
North Shore ARES Assistant Emergency
Coordinator for Operations
781-710-0330 (cell)
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---------------------------------------------Mike Griffin – KB1OHZ
North Shore ARES Assistant Emergency
Coordinator for Administration
781-844-1027 (cell)

Appendix A – After Action Reports
Original Email Sent From Mike Griffin – KB1OHZ

Hello to all,
On behalf of the North Shore ARES leadership team I would like to thank each station
that volunteered their time over the past days. This operation was by far the largest event to take
place in our area in a long time. This was also the largest ARES Mutual Assistance Team (ARES
MAT) used since the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. The response that we received
from our area was phenomenal, and proved to make a big difference in the operation in Gardner.
Overall, preliminary reports show that 23 amateurs from North Shore and Franklin County
ARES teams provided more than 250 man hours of time in Gardner and at the State RACES
Desk. During the storm, over 220 reports were taken though the Skywarn program and passed to
WX1BOX, the amateur radio station at the National Weather Service office in Taunton Ma.
Numerous other stations volunteered their time as Net Control Stations, through availability
reports, and through numerous other means. This turned into a monumental operation, and would
not have been possible without the participation of each station.
As we look back over this operation, we would like to hear from you. Each station
whether you were deployed to a shelter, acted as a net control station, or provided us with your
availability is asked to submit a report to us outlining your thoughts on the operation. All of the
reports that we receive will be reviewed by the ARES leadership staff and your thoughts will be
considered for future events. We will also include your report in our official After Action Report
that will be submitted to the ARRL, the agencies we serve, and also made available to the
public.
Please consider these points as you write your debriefing report:
1.

Please evaluate the operation as a whole.

2.

What worked for you?

3.

What did not work for you?

4.

Where can the NSARES team improve as a whole?

5.

What lessons did you learn from the operation?

6.

How well did the Coordination Messages and Situation reports work for you?

If you were deployed during the operation, please also consider these points:
1.

How did your deployment instructions work for you?
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2.

How prepared for deployment did you feel?

3.

Please provide a summary of your deployment.

4. Please review your deployment times below to make sure they are correct, and pass along
any corrections you may have
Please feel free to add any additional comments you have. Submit your report by email to
ares@nsradio.org by January 2, 2008. The sooner you are able to write your report, the better
off you will be.
Thank you for your support and if you have any questions, please feel free to contact the
NSARES leadership team at ares@nsradio.org.
73's,
Michael Griffin – KB1OHZ
North Shore ARES AEC Administration
Email: kb1ohz@nsradio.org

From Rick Savage – KB1LYJ
A very worthwhile experience, glad I was available to take part.
5 lessons learned - some of what does or doesn't work in a go kit.
6 coordination messages - very informative
Deployment instructions complete welll written. I don't recall the
instructions giving frequencies that may be used or could be available.
Would be helpful if they were included.
Deployment summary - I was stationed at police EOC central handling radio
communications to the shelters. Also answering phone line for the shelter
hotline. Much of the time there were only 2 of us in the room myself and EOC
traffic coordinator with radio calls, 3 phones in and a seperate line or 2
for outgoing calls to the transportation vans. A bit overwhelming. It worked
better when we had 3 people with the third backing up radio or phone support
as needed. The EOC itself could have been arranged better.
Rick KB1LYJ
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From Kathy Savage – KB1LPW
1 - Operation as a whole
- first impression, unbieveable!. Glad that Gardner with W1SEX thought about
amateur radio for communications, other towns without power should have used
us also. Having communications to each location was definitely vital,
especially when we were trying to locate a potential shelteree.
great utilization of services. We definitely were a vital part of the chain
of the shelter operations and coordination of manpower
2
-

What worked
simplex worked well
national guard were very helpful
great being able to communicate with all involved

3 - What did not work
- some of the CERT folks who were hams, being unable to use their radios,
also little (sorry about this) training of the CERT folks in charge, they
were not good resource folks at times
- differences in protocol form 1 shelter to another, including logging folks
into the shelter {1 shelter, listed 1 person & all with hem on 1 list, the
other listed a separate form for each person} - this caused delay in trying
to locate folks
4 - NSARES Team
- continue to work well together, very helpful group,
- maybe more practice drills
5
-

- What did you learn
how well resources can work together
that I want to continue to be more involved
what a great group of unselfish the hams are!

6 - Coordination messages
- worked well, like the idea of the back up of the details being sent on
like & the phone call back up - thanks
7 - Deployment instructions
- good instructions to get to the location,
8 - how prepared
- now realize that we need to tweak our equipment a bit
- could a list get sent out of recommended deployment equipment ( I know
this was covered in the class a few weeks ago, but the way the PowerPoint is
on the net, you are unable to print the material out)
9 - Summary of deployment
- arrived in Gardner at Police station around 7:30 AM. with KB1LYJ were to
cover net control at the shelter base. But... a bit after 8 AM when the 2nd
shelter was to open the National guards were concerned that they did not
have a nurse. I was then deployed to Shelter 2. John O'Brien was ham at
location, we were in contact while he was there. Very slow. Then when John
left, I became primary ham/medical for site. started getting busy around
16:00 when shelter 1 started to transfer folks to us. As the evening
progressed we started to get busy, relaying info to the armory coordinator,
looking for folks, etc. around 19:00 I was asked to go leave my post & go
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tot Shelter 1 for medical.
Stayed at Shelter 1 until about 21:30
10 - times
correct
glad to help, please keep me on your list for the future!!!
thanks for all your efforts
Kathy Savage
KB1LPW

From Dave Hobson – KB1OCL

Jim,

I volunteered in the Gardner town shelter on December 14 and 15 as an emergency HAM
communicator and wrote up the following after action report. Feel free to use any part of it you
feel may help your future planning. Also remember that the observations are just one man's
perspective, so there may be "other sides" to the story. As indicated, I volunteered or the last 1/3
of shelter operations. I was not present for how the shelter was run during the first 2/3 of
operation.

Cheers,
Dave Hobson
KB1OCL
----------------------------I recently volunteered to provide emergency radio communications for the Gardner town shelter,
which was opened during the recent ice storm. The experience provided much food for thought
as you might expect. What follows is a brain dump of my observations during my 15 hour shift.
I'd also like to point out that I'm likely to focus on shelter aspects which didn't go as well as they
could have - as those observations can provide a learning opportunity. By the time I arrived at
the shelter at the end of day two, the prior shelter team and town Emergency Management
Director had already held the community together as well as probably performed more than a
few miracles. I didn't see that part, so I can only provide food for thought starting in the 7th
inning so to speak.
The recent December 12th ice storm provided plenty of interesting training for all of us in one
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way or another. At my home, we went without power for 60 hours, and several parts of
Massachusetts and New Hampshire are still without power some 9 days later. After our power
was restored, I saw several email distribution lists indicating that HAM radio volunteers were
needed at a shelter in Gardner Massachusetts. The town of Gardner had completely lost power
and phone capability. Gardner had set up a town shelter in the National Guard Armory on
Saturday using emergency generator power. I arrived on Sunday night at 8PM after being up
since 7AM that morning and worked the "night shift" until 11AM the next morning. While
working in the shelter a few "opportunities for improvement" came to mind. I'd like to share
them with you, such that other teams might benefit from the experience.
From Saturday until Monday afternoon, an estimated 850 Gardner residents were processed
through the town shelter. By the time I arrived Sunday night, the shelter was down to 35
residents. Over the next few days, the shelter was run by two Gardner Emergency
Management”CERT" folks, reporting to the town's emergency management director. Each of
the two shelter managers took turns running the shelter. For the first couple of days, the shelter
was supported by regional CERT staff from neighboring towns (mostly from towns further west
or north of Gardner). By the time Sunday night came around, everyone supporting the shelter
was exhausted. They really needed "fresh troops" to relieve them. For Sunday night, I arrived
and took over communications responsibility at the shelter, relaying status and requests between
the shelter and the EOC (located within the Gardner Police station). There was another HAM
operator working in the EOC as my counterpart. Three American Red Cross volunteers arrived
Sunday night to help within the shelter, and the next morning they were relieved by three new
American Red Cross Volunteers. This was a town shelter, NOT an official Red Cross Shelter.
The National Guard had 12 infantry solders in the Armory working 2 hour shifts to help the
CERT/ ARC folks with residents as needed, as well as to provide physical security. There were
200 cots set up in the armory, which was basically a big gymnasium. They were nice cots too,
looking pretty much brand new. Each cot had a wool blanket.
When I first arrived at 8PM, there were three local nurses attending to the residents alongside the
CERT/ARC folks. At 11PM, the nurses left, and their replacement nurses never arrived. This
became a significant problem. Although we had managed to discharge a few of the residents,
about 27 of them still had no power at home and were staying the night. All but one was elderly
or homeless. One had recently just had surgery and was post-operative (why he was there no one
knows). One was on oxygen full time. Two were diabetics. Five were very large women who
without question required nursing help to get to the bathroom, go to the bathroom, etc, etc, and
return.
At 11:15PM, we still didn't have any nurses. We also couldn't find the single remaining CERT
shelter manager. Many of us thought she may have gone home, since she looked exhausted and
had probably been working far longer than she should have on one shift. The ARC volunteers
were not first responder trained. The National Guard team was infantry, not medics. A little
panic started to set in across the volunteer staff. None of us knew how to work an oxygen station
or portable tank, let alone dial in the correct volume for the O2 patient. None of us knew how to
administer insulin, let alone knew where to find some for the diabetics. The National Guard
soldiers did not feel it proper for them to assist women who physically needed help going the
bathroom and cleaning up after (several routinely never made it to the bathroom if you know
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what I mean).
Upon the alternating requests of the National Guard officer in charge and the ARC volunteers, I
put many requests into the EOC to get replacement nurses. What made matters worse was that
we didn't know the status of the nurses. Were they just late? Or not coming. No one knew. By
midnight, we were pretty sure we were on our own. The EOC passed requests on to MEMA, but
there were no confirmations of finding nurses at that late hour. We were on our own. Around
9PM I also passed a message to the EOC to see if an ambulance was available to transport the
O2 resident either home (his home reportedly had power now) but was told no ambulances were
available.
About midnight, the CERT shelter manager walked in the shelter lobby. She had been sleeping
in an office, but either didn't tell the staff or perhaps she told some of the staff who left at before
11PM. At least the shelter manager was "first responder" trained - although”newly minted" as
the Gardner Emergency Management Director would later tell us. On the civilian front, we were
not making any headway finding nurses through the Gardner EOC or MEMA. The clock was
ticking too... when would residents need to go to the bathroom? Would the O2 tank run out?
Would someone need medication? The National Guard officer was calm, but really concerned.
By the way, the National Guard was incredible. These guys truly cared for the residents like
they were their grandparents. The infantry Guard team knew just about every patient's name (of
27) and their medical condition. They watched over them just as hard as the ARC did. They
rolled up their sleeves and really performed, and with a HUGE heart. I didn't get the sense they
were doing the shelter out of duty (although of course they were), but it "felt" more like they
were neighbors and truly cared. This was a very memorable experience watching the young
(and I mean YOUNG) guardsmen operate inter-twined with the rest of us.
Anyway, the no nurse situation was really starting to get serious. The guardsmen tried going up
their chain of command to get help, but the answer returned was that "it's all MEMA and the
Gardner EOC". No relief there (it was also after midnight). The Guardsmen opened up the
phone book and started calling local hospitals and nursing agencies. No luck there either.
Finally, a quite frustrated Gardner Emergency Management Director (running on minimal sleep
I'm sure) replied back over the radio that ”it was all under control". He had woken up another
newly minted” first responder trained" CERT member and was bringing him over. So now, still
no nurses, but at least we had two CERT folks (running on minimal sleep) who at least had a
clue how to provide minimal medical activities and could help in place of nurses. Not ideal, but
they were the best we were going to get.
As it turned out, we made it through the night with no major issues. The guardsmen helped
residents in need get to the bathroom door. The two CERT first responders helped the residents
inside the bathrooms, and the ARC handled the paperwork. That in itself was interesting.
When it really came down to caring for residents, the regional CERT folks and Guard really did
the heavy lifting. The night ARC volunteers really didn't engage that much with the residents
with a couple of exceptions. The ARC really stayed clear and focused on paperwork, check ins
and check outs. I would have thought they would be more engaged.
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The Guard took care of setting up all meals - with no or minimal involvement from CERT or
ARC. By Day 3 there was only basic food supplies left. In the prior days, I think they had some
filling nourishment like shepherd’s pie. By the time I arrived, they seemed to be down to
old coffee, a few party plates of bagels, some mixed oranges apples and bananas, water, dinner
rolls, and milk cartons. Shelters are not a place of luxury to be sure - but I think the food could
have been prepared and presented more effectively. Food management seemed to be one of
the more hap-hazard aspects in the shelter. As an example, the next morning by 8AM there
were questions floating around "should we get the residents breakfast?" "Who’s going to do
that?" "Who should we contact"? Food planning wasn't our strong point.
I noticed during the early evening, and then the next morning, there were a good handful of
residents who needed regular smoke breaks. You never really knew if they were going out for a
smoke break, or simply walking out permanently. Sometimes the ARC would ask... sometimes
not.
Here's an organizational/efficiency point to consider: As the communications person, I was
regularly asked by the EOC for a shelter resident count, medical status of special care residents,
where they lived, and whether we thought they had power at home. Even with the ARC
volunteers manning the paperwork, we didn't have anyone central who could give me this
information. I had to do my own research every time I was asked by the EOC to find out
information like this - which was often repetitive from the last call - or had a completely new
status from the last call. I'd recommend someone or some process to ensure the local
communications person on behalf of the town EOC has an efficient and accurate method of
getting such status information. Perhaps maintaining a running list of residents and key
information like that which can be referenced at will by authorized support staff. Messages were
not prepared for me prior to transmission - rather all messages were "real time" and verbal.
The next morning, the main goal of the day was to shut the shelter down. From 7AM to Noon or
so there were constant communications back an d forth between the EOC and shelter as to who
was still there, where did they live, was a relative coming to pick them up, could they
drive themselves home, were there any medical conditions to worry about or did they need the
town to arrange for transportation. This presented 27 different stories, which in many cases
changed as the hours rolled on. Remember, we were dealing with almost all very elderly
residents, or the homeless who either didn't know how to go home, or didn't want to go home.
At some point, we started the countdown. 20 residents to go. 10 residents to go. 5 residents to
go... until we could shut down. It would have been really nice to have resident records (or a list)
organized this way. With the shelter goal of shutting down, sorting resident paperwork by who
would be gone within the next hour, who was planning on leaving in 2 hours, who leaving in 4
hours - would have been nice. Otherwise, I had to keep asking the ARC to help me with finding
this out. It doesn't sound hard, but with 27 residents, it was. I can only imagine what the
logistics would have been like for 200 or 1,000 residents. Each resident had their own story
too (some didn't even know their story). Some were in the shelter and their family didn't know
it. Others had family, but the family wasn't ”available" to come get them until "later". Some had
cars of their own, but didn't really want to go home.
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With power outages causing the need for many shelters to open, the shelter and/or EOC should
have an efficient way of checking with the utilities companies to verify power street by street.
Knowing whether a home had power was a very common question - both from residents and
the EOC.
At one point, the Armory ran low on large trash bags, having dispensed the majority in prior
days. Guess a shelter can't have too many of them.
We also ran into another situation. Sunday night, before I arrived apparently one of the residents
fell as she was walking from the town van to the armory front door upon arrival. She
complained of "back pain" from the fall on and off until the shelter was shut down the next day.
Apparently she also had previous chronic back problems. How (or more likely IF) she fell was
a wonder, as she had two Guardsmen helping her from her car to the armory door - one on
each arm the whole way. They claim she never fell. Who knows what really happened, but one
of the take-aways is that a shelter needs to be prepared to document a situation report when
something like this happens right away - before memories get foggy. The general consensus
was that she did not fall, but was claiming so for "other reasons". You never know what you're
going to run into when operating a shelter.
From a communications perspective, the Gardner repeater had failed without power early in the
storm. From the reports I was given, EOC to shelter communications were spotty at best using
simplex. The HAM’s operating in the EOC had brought in full base stations and could
operate at the required 15-20 watts to ensure reliable communications. The prior HAMS in the
shelter only had 5w hand held’s - and the whole operation was a slew of "can you hear me now"
Verizon commercials. I was also told the prior shelter HAM had just received her license in the
months prior and was at the very beginning of her operator learning curve. This poor woman
was also the Shelter Manager and was doing at least double duty. Eventually they got a
generator running and the repeater came back online. The generator was running when I arrived,
so I only had to use my 5w hand held for good communication. So much for packing my trunk
earlier in the evening with enough gear to sustain communications for NORAD (at least it
felt that way). Another take-away is that it would have been helpful if the ARES coordinator
who put out, and coordinated the request for shelter HAMS had provided a better situation report
before I got there. It would have been helpful to know what to expect in the shelter before
getting in the car for the one hour drive to Gardner. I really didn't need all the HAM gear I
brought. But then again, if the town power/generator situation had taken a turn for the worse, I
was prepared for just about anything communications wise. There were no traditional land
phone lines available between the armory and the EOC. HAM radio was all that was available,
or perhaps allowed for all communication. The various EOC HAMS and myself in the shelter
worked very well together. It didn't matter that we had never met before, and that none of us
were even from the Gardner area. We fell right into place with traditional tactical amateur radio
message passing and never had any communication challenges to resolve. It was actually fun to
experience HAM radio operator "plug and play". The training I had received as a member of the
Concord Amateur Radio Emergency Team (CARET), as well as the great education provided by
Concord and Westford area HAMs over the years really helped.
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By 7AM, we still didn't have any nurses, and it was time for resident medications (including the
diabetics). The shelter team made a decision to call 911 at that point, and by 7:05AM we had an
ambulance, fire department and police department onsite totaling 5-6 new people who had proper
medical training. They took care of the diabetics and O2 dependent residents, and then by
roughly 8AM or so we had 2 nurses arrive who stayed with us until the shelter closed around
lunchtime.
When the situation is dire enough to open a shelter, there are plenty of challenges to overcome not the least of which is staffing. You end up working with what you have. As a lessons learned
though, future shelter planning teams should really look into having enough staff to relieve prior
teams. The nursing situation could have been tragic. Even as the communications person, I had
already been awake 12 hours before arriving, and then began a 15 hour shift. Having
more HAMs available to work in shifts would have been nice. I believe there were enough
HAMs in the EOC to work in shifts, but not at the shelter. In terms of support folks to work with
the residents, regardless of whether they are ARC or regional CERT, I'd recommend a more
regimented "roles and responsibilities" plan. The Gardner experience seemed quite ad-hoc in
nature on this point. It was never clear who was responsible for what at any given time other
than handing the resident paperwork. Having designated roles for food planning, food
distribution, resident "walk about" shifts, resident travel arrangement coordination, etc. would be
key. We even found ourselves the next morning searching through the yellow pages for
electricians to try and help one resident get an electrician lined up to re-attach the power lines to
her house which had been ripped off during the storm. Was making those phone calls part of the
shelter's responsibility? It really didn't matter as the resident could not go home without power
or a plan, and we couldn't shut down the shelter until it was empty.
There were many times during Sunday night (when things were relatively calm) and then again
the next morning when everyone was quite busy trying to get the shelter residents home - where
we really didn't know how many residents we had. Different support staff would come back
with different head counts. I'd say we were accurate +/- two residents at any one time.
Another point to consider when running a shelter is having too many HAM radios in the mix. As
it turned out, there were 3 of us in the shelter with hand-held HAM radios monitoring the
Gardner repeater. All official communication to and from the EOC was channeled through me.
However, both CERT volunteers with us that night (one being the shelter manager) also had
their HAM licenses. They were VERY busy performing non-communication duties, but they
kept their radios on. This caused an unfortunate "broadcast" of every message I sent and
received from the EOC across the armory gymnasium floor to any residents within earshot.
When I transmitted, I could hear my voice echoing across the gym from the other 2 radios.
When you've got a radio, it's only human nature to want to stay "directly" informed - but I'm not
sure the shelter residents benefited from hearing our shelter-to-EOC messages - particularly any
which provided general medical status or our shortage of nursing situation.

I hope the prior stream of thoughts hasn't been too confusing. I also don’t want to leave you with
the impression the shelter was poorly run. I wouldn't say it was well run, but not poorly run
either. The residents were treated with respect, had a warm, dry place to sleep, had minimal but
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sustainable nourishment, and had plenty of folks watching over them to help when needed. The
residents left quite happy with the care they had received from what I could see. The level of
care was not adequate from a medical RN perspective, but we ended up being very lucky to
compensate. The National Guard were great hosts, and really rose to the occasion. The Guard
was incredibly organized and efficient. The civilian part of the team did an adequate job with
what we had to work with.

Volunteering in a shelter was an interesting and very educational experience. I had already
completed the ARC Shelter Operations training course, as well as IS100/IS700 and CERT
training in the prior year - but being there in the shelter first hand was the best training
by far.
If you have any questions or would like further clarification, drop me an email. My hope is the
preceding anecdotes might provide Concord with some "what if" scenarios to think about with
respect to operating a town shelter.
Cheers,
Dave Hobson
KB1OCL

From Steve Crook – KB1LKR

Please evaluate the operation as a whole.
Gardner EOC supplies apparently was not clearly/neatly stored -- KB1PQB & KA1GCN -Gardner local -- apparently had trouble locating antenna at storage (old Fire Station, now EOC?)
Issue resolved, details unknown at my end.
2.

What worked for you?

Deployment was simple -- at Gardner Police Station w/ on site generator power, used 2m mobile
w/ an AC line power supply & 1/4 wave mag mount on an inverted steel waste basket in 1st floor
window for simplex comms. If no AC power, had lead acid gell-cell power too.
3.

What did not work for you?

HT comms from Middle School to Police station were not readable -- too little power and/or too
poor antenna. Mobile to higher/better antenna at shelter were fine at 10W.
4.

Where can the NSARES team improve as a whole?

If practical more advanced notice could be nice -- not always possible of course, and not a major
issue for me in this case.
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Additional deploy able equipment, e.g. low loss RG-8 size coax, UHF barrel couplers, *short*
2m base antennas/tripods/masts. etc available could be useful, though sufficient equip was
available in Gardener -- though for me and others not in Danvers area would require detour to
pick up. Gardner (or KB1PQB?) had coax, base antenna, but only one UHF barrel coupler
(which proved enough)
5.

What lessons did you learn from the operation

For overnighters: bring a pillow! General: bring thermos of coffee, soda, snacks, etc. (Did pick
up food on trip out)
Bring area map (or GPS (other than cell phone in case tower's down) could be useful. My town
mapping did not extend quite to Gardner, and I had to deviate slightly from given directions due
to 1 block road closure (pole/wires down) but was able to easily seat of the pants
navigate/detour.
Be sure vehicle is gassed up -- gasoline was available only one site w/ LONG lines in region (1520 mile radius?)
Additional deploy able equipment (see 4 above) could be useful
6.

How well did the Coordination Messages and Situation reports work for you?

I deployed prior to first coord message, though followed progress later, post deployment
If you were deployed during the operation, please also consider these points:
1.

How did your deployment instructions work for you?

Instructions were fine: directions to location, nature of mission, contact name/call sign
2.

How prepared for deployment did you feel?

Should have brought pillow & perhaps a repeater directory (though comms were
simplex) otherwise fine
3.

Please provide a summary of your deployment.

Spent night at Police station, provided comm to middle school shelter & to mobile Emergency
Dir (W1SEX). earlly morning hours were fairly slow due to most shelter attendees sleeping.
Some food was available for late evening dinner, cots arrived about 2AM, making for more
comfortable resting.
4. Please review your deployment times below to make sure they are correct, and pass along
any corrections you may have
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73 & glad I could help,
KB1LKR – Steve

From Phil McNamara – N1XTB

People:
Paul Topolski, EMD, W1SEX ‐ is a moving target. He has been keeping his ham radio, police radio, and
cell phone with him and has been busy on all three as he has covered multiple locations around town as
issues come up. Paul has generally not been available for an incoming brief.

Bruce Grant, Deputy EMD is stationed full time manning the phones at the temporary EOC.
Two new recent land line phones, one permanent PD landline phone and two cell phones.
One of the new land line phones was designated as the "hot line" for residents.
Both Paul and Bruce above have been operating for several days with minimal sleep. Bruce sleeps when
he can on a cot at the EOC.
Both Paul W1SEX/ EMD and Bruce, the deputy EMD did an outstanding job. They were good people to
work with.
Shelter management has been handled by CERT trained Gardner residents. Gardner has only a handful
of these people and they are getting tired. A couple of these people left shelter one after about three
days of continous coverage ‐ KA1GCN Jim and Debbie KB1QSS
Outgoing
Rick KB1LYJ
KB1LPW Kathy
NG1Z Nat
NX1Z John
K1MIZ Chuck
Our team
Phil N1XTB ‐ South Shore
Bruce KC1US ‐ North Shore
Joe W1JOE South Shore
Paul KB1MTW South Shore
Incoming
Chet Chin N1XPT
Edith (Beth) Chin KB1NQL
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Chris KB1NEK
Tom N1OTS
Marek KB1NCG
Carl KB1NOB

Narrative sequence of events:
Phil N1XTB with Paul KB1MTW in Phil's jeep, and Joe W1JOE in his vehicle convoyed together to
Gardner.
Arrived at approximately 8 PM. Had to detour around main street due to wires down and blocked off.
Found police station and parked. Presented ourselves at the dispatchers window.
Bruce Grant, the deputy EMD came out to escort us in.
Bruce KC1US had arrived just before us.
One of the outgoing Hams Rick KB1LYJ, briefed us. Locations needing support were the net control
station (2 hams),
shelter 1 and shelter 2. Shelter 1 was at the Middle School. Shelter 2 at National Guard Armory.
Bruce KC1US set up his 50w rig as net control station. Outgoing hams were all
taking their equipment with them. No permanent ham radio eqipment at the temporary EOC.
The temporary EOC was a training conference room at the rear of the police station.
It was well lit with long tables for work space. Two cots were set up also.
We found after arrival that commercial power had been restored to the Gardner repeater at
approximatly 7:15 PM.
Joe W1JOE dispatched to shelter 1 to relieve ham.
Phil and Paul KB1MTW went to Shelter 2. No ham on station. The Guardsmen were very obliging and
after some
discussion cleared off and provided a table in their administrative office to the
right of the armory entrance. A 2 meter rig with magmount antenna was set up. Comm established
with Net control on 2 m simplex.
Phil N1XTB returned to EOC.
A very busy next 18 hours manning the radio, phones, and additional duties
such as shelter resident transportation and a hospital trip.
An ambulance at shelter 1 had a flat tire. This was reported after midnight. W1JOE used his tire
repair/plug kit to fix and his own compressor to
start refill. A larger compressor was needed. Paul EMD provided the compressor. The ambulance was
able to
return with others leaving for Leominster at 0430.
First relief to arrive was Chris KB1NEK. He was briefed and sent to shelter 1 to relieve Joe W1JOE.
Next to arrive was Tom, N1OTS. He was briefed and dispatched to the hospital to set up.
Remaining four reliefs showed up around noon, briefed, and took up stations.
(Beth) Chin KB1NQL to Shelter 1, driven by Paul EMD. Her medical skills (as LPN) were needed.
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Chet took the National Grid bus assignment on 70 cm. Marek KB1NCG and Carl KB1NOB set up their gear
at the EOC. Marek KB1NCG set up as net control.
Phil N1XTB departed for shelter 2.
Log
1600 N1XTB participated in 1600 SEOC conference call
1630 N1XTB departed house to pick up Paul KB1MTW
rendezvoused with W1JOE at RT 128 and continued to Gardner
1950 KC1US arrived
2000 Team of 3 N1XTB, KB1MTW and W1JOE arrived at Gardner Police station/EOC
2015 (approx) During turnover was informed that at approx 1915 Gardner repeater reported as back on
commercial power
2020 approx ‐ Joe W1JOE departs for Shelter 1
2025 approx ‐ N1XTB drove Paul KB1MTW to shelter 2. Assist 2 meter setup. No ham on station.
2045 approx N1XTB return to EOC
2109 Shelter 1 checked in with KC1US
2112 191 at shelter 1. Capacity is 250
46 at shelter 2 capacity is 210
Report ‐ Church street High rise ‐ still no power
2118 Shelter 2 checked in with KC1US
2210 47 reported in shelter 2
2215 (approx) KC1US ‐ Paul EMD arrived and thanked us for being there
2300 approx ‐ N1XTB made status call to Frank WQ1O at SEOC
0000 approx ‐ N1XTB made status call to Jim KB1KQW. Informed that a Franklin Country ARESMAT
team will be the relief led by Tom Foxwell N1OTS
‐time? ‐ Radio call from Paul EMD of burglar alarm on Peabody street. He knows owner and will contact.
Battery on his police radio dead. Asked N1XTB to relay to police dispatcher. Did so.
0039 KC1US took call from red Cross wanting to know if they could help
Subsequent traffic about needing assistance with tire repairs on
ambulance, schedule for breakfast, shelter occupant counts, locating
specific individuals. Air pump was brought to ambulance by Paul EMD to inflate tire.
0345 approx ‐ Call from dispatcher that an exhausted resident was sitting on bench in front area
of police station. N1XTB brought the resident some coffee and discussed his situation.
0350 approx ‐ Radio call to shelter 2. N1XTB asked Paul KB1MTW to arrange a ride back to police station.
0353 ‐ KC1US took phone call Inquiry when will the lights be on in South Gardner?
0400 approx ‐ N1XTB drove shelter resident in residents vehicle to shelter 2. Return ride from Josh
Army medic.
Josh reported that more medical coverage needed at shelter 2. He was by himself.
0418 ‐ KC1US took call from Leominster Emergency Management "Have the
ambulances left yet? Unable to raise on radio"
0442 KC1US took call that commercial AM station WGAW 1340 is on the air for announcements.
0602 KC1US took inquiry call ‐ as to when vans transporting residents back home will start
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rolling.
0619 Confirmed that all ambulances had left Shelter 1 (Departure to Leominster at approx 0430)
0620 headcount of 39 at Shelter 2
Report that pole down at Blanchard Street (Hillside Gardens). Power restoration will be delayed.
0730 Chief of Police mentioned to N1XTB that he had a workstation with working internet in the station.
He showed where it was located in the administrative area in the front of the station.
0745 Chris KB1NEK arrived
0837 KC1US talking in N1OTS
0838 Nursing assistance requested from College (per Paul EMD)
quick headcount of 25 currently present in shelter 1
Hospital phone outage reported
Red Cross delivering breakfast to Shelter 2
National Grid trailer to arrive at 10 am
0855 approx ‐ PBX problem at Hospital confirmed by Paul EMD after returning from hospital.
0900 ‐ N1XTB participated in SEOC conference call. During call Paul EMD confirmed request for two RN's
needed for the next 24 hours. Carl N1FY to enter into WebEOC.
0915 W1JOE relieved and departed Shelter 1
0952 53 in Shelter 2
N1XTB informed by Jim about KB1NCG Marek ‐ who will be arriving and available from 11 AM to 8 PM.
0940 (approx) Requested by Paul EMD to get a hold of a local ham N1UZ and see
if he was available to come in and assist. N1XTB used workstation and QRZ in police admin area to get
spelling of name and address, got the number using 411 and left a message. N1UZ was not home.
0955 N1OTS reports that he is stationed at Hospital
Reports start arriving of phone problems with City Hall and other municipal buildings.
1022 identified no phone available at Shelter 1 (outage happened earlier)
1030 N1XTB visited National Grid Emergency control bus that had arrived shortly before.
Bus driver there only. Rest of staff for bus were enroute from Worcester. ETA was 1100 for National grid
staff.
1145 approx ‐ N1XTB received call from Bob (DPH?) on cell phone. 2 Nurses ETA at shelter 1 at 1330.
Gave info to Paul.
1200 (approx) Team of 4 hams arrived at EOC. Briefed. Incoming team got assignments.
Beth to Shelter 1.
Chet to National Grid Bus with 440 simplex
KB1NCG Marek setting up his gear as Net control. Other ham to stay with him
Bruce KC1US still on station as NCS until new gear setup complete and tested.
Beth, since she was needed as an LPN, was driven to Shelter #1 as relief for Chris KB1NEK
Driven by Paul W1SEX. Plan is for KB1NEK to then relieve at Shelter 2.
1230 (approx) 2 Red Cross workers stopped by EOC and provided banana's, cookies and juice.
1250 approx ‐ N1XTB departed EOC for shelter 2 to stand by there with Paul KB1MTW until relief arrives.
1305 approx ‐ Brief by KB1NEK on relief delays over radio. Beth KB1NQL tied up with medical care at
shelter 1.
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She can't cover radio also. KB1NEK staying on for radio comm at shelter 1.
1315 approx ‐ Shelter #2 resident needed medication. No money. Radio comm from shelter 2 to N1OTS
at hospital.
Gave N1OTS cell phone number (for N1XTB) for hospital staff to call. N1XTB spoke with Barbara. Gave
her prescription and
patient info. N1XTB had subsequent call with Barbara that the script had to be presented personally
at the pharmacy (Narcotic requirements). She arranged for N1XTB to pickup at no charge.
KB1MTW and N1XTB spoke with Army Guard NCOIC. NCOIC teamed N1XTB up with Guardsman who
was a Gardner resident. Drove back roads to hospital.
Picked up prescription and returned.
1415 approx ‐ KB1NEK arrived for relief
1430 (approx) N1XTB and KB1MTW departed shelter 2 after Chris KB1NEK arrived from Shelter 1 and set
up his gear.
wish list
email at EOC (normal or winlink)
internet for WebEOC
2 part NCR style form for log to facilitate turnovers on shifts
Extra maps of community at shelter and EOC
Method to list and get shelter population to EOC
Bruce, Deputy EMD, mentioned that he needed a better system to get organized.
The batch of stickies arranged on the table wasn't ideal. He tried
to get a large desk blotter/calendar but it wasn't a good match.
Guardsman get kudos for coming up with stuff for kids to do ‐ games, videos movies

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From Nat Henricksen – NG1Z

After Action Report for the Gardner Ice Storm ARES
Deployment
These are some observations from my experience before, during and after the
Gardner deployment of December 14, 2008.

As the situation developed in the Gardner area we were running the NSARES
Skywarn net for the purpose of passing weather information to NWS
Taunton. The Skywarn net became an ARES resource net for the purpose of
establishing a list of people ready and available for deployment should the
need arise. The NCS took the names and availability of the stations that
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checked in as SOP. The first activation call up for the deployment was not
until 24 hours after the storm had passed our area. This had mainly been a
rain event for our area and the enthusiasm demonstrated by the local hams
was lack luster at best. I believe this to be due to the lack of damage in the
immediate area combined with the distraction of holiday preparations.
I was deployed to Gardner at 0600LT on the morning of the 14th December for
emergency communications. At the time of my assignment, evening of the 13th, I
was told that we still needed more people for the deployment the next day. There
were three people signed up so far, a married couple KB1LYJ & KB1LPW, and
myself. I took to the phones and was able to get two more people, K1MIZ & NX1Z,
who would commit to go in the morning, for a total of five people.
When we arrived at the Gardener Police Station we found another local ham,
KB1LKR who had pulled the night shift and was happy for the relief. We were
briefed on the situation by the hams on scene; simplex operations, no repeater,
most of the city without power and water, two shelters in operation. We waited for
the Civil Defense coordinator, W1SEX, to arrive and assign us to the positions that
required our assistance.
K1MIZ, KB1LYJ & KB1LPW were initially assigned to the Police Station NCS. NX1Z
was assigned to the shelter ant the Armory and I was assigned to the shelter at the
Middle School. After NX1Z was on scene at the Armory he reported that there were
no medical personnel at that location and at that time KB1LPW, who is a nurse with
her own equipment was deployed to that location to assist the people who needed
attention.
Upon arrival at our locations, K1MIZ, NX1Z and myself used our mobile radios in
cross-band repeat mode to extend the range of the simplex frequency that was in
use for the net. This also allowed us to use HT’s inside the buildings which proved
to be most valuable to me because the base radio at my shelter was in the back of
the building away from the on site operations center.
At my location a local ham, KA1GCN, who was also the CERT officer who had setup
the shelter had a 2m base radio with a battery back up in place with an antenna on
the roof. He had been on scene for 48 hours and was still going strong tending to
the needs of the people in the shelter so I took up the position of communications.
We handled inter shelter message traffic, traffic with the NCS and handled multiple
inquiries on the location of sheltered residents. In my shelter we had about 180
people, some of which were relocate to the Armory to clear space on the second
floor for the overflow from the hospital. About 60 people from my shelter were
moved by van to the Armory and all new people looking for shelter were sent to the
Armory as well.
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Through out the day the power companies had been restoring the power to the
effected areas. My location and the Armory were on back up generator. My location
was able to get power back at about 1200 LT. The local repeater was able to go
back online at about 1400 LT when KA1GCN brought his personal generator to the
site. Commercial power was restored to the repeater at about 1700 LT. As the
neighborhoods were brought back online we relayed communications to the shelter
personnel who located the residents from those area and arraigned for transport
back to their homes.
At around 1600 hour LT K1MIZ & NX1Z headed home. This left a gap in the NCS
position and slowed communication as well as causing KB1LPW to pull double duty
at the Armory. I was also pulling double duty as a delivery service for the kitchen at
the Middle School delivering 100 hot meals to the Armory in my personal vehicle.
Additionally I was the only person who had Internet access and I was relaying out
information to the ARES leadership as well as photos of the situation. I was also
acting as liaison from the ARES leadership to the Civil Defense Coordinator, keeping
both sides updated on the situation, requirements and staffing abilities from ARES.
I was relived at 2145 LT by a South Shore ham who’s call I have forgotten due to
fatigue. I relayed all the pertinent information to him, as well as introduced him the
people in charge, wished him well and headed home.
Some notes on things that I observed:
All of the people who were involved in the sheltering, mostly Red Cross Volunteers,
need a manual with SOP. There were many mistakes in the handling of the
registration and tracking of the people in the shelter. There was a huge break down
when people were moved to the other shelter and not checked out of the first one.
Some things as simple as spelling of names was a problem when we were trying to
locate people. Some simple computer database with a bar code scanner that reads
the driver’s license would make for faster more accurate information gathering.
WinLink would have been nice to have so that communication with the State EOC
could have been maintained.
The most important thing that I found in this entire process was locating and
getting commitments from the people who were needed on the ground. My feeling
on this is that the majority of the people listening to the callup on the repeaters did
not fully understand the extent of the damage and the true importance of their
participation. People need to understand that just because everything is fine at
home does not mean that it is the same everywhere. I suggest that a standard is
developed, maybe a scale of 1 – 10, to let people the severity of the disaster and
that they are needed right now for an emergency. I know that there are people out
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there who would have come, but just didn’t understand the real demand that
existed for people on the ground.
Respectfully submitted:
Nat Henricksen / NG1Z
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Appendix B – Coordination Messages

North Shore ARES Notification #1 – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08
OVERVIEW
North Shore ARES has been placed on stand‐by status by KB1KQW and KA1NCF
effective Friday afternoon, December 12th at 12:30pm. A significant coastal storm
continues to affect the region with countless damage reports / power outages.
Communities affected in Essex County include, but are not limited to, Methuen /
Lawrence / Groveland / Amesbury / Haverhill / Merrimac / Andover / North
Andover. Power restoration has the potential to take several days and is not
expected until Monday at the earliest.
We have heard about entire communities without power in central and western MA
into Northeast MA, countless trees and tree limbs down, and roads impassable.
Several local states of emergency are currently in effect in Northern Essex /
Middlesex counties and points west.
Numerous communities in New Hampshire remain affected as well.
States of Emergency are in effect for all of Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES has been placed on stand‐by status
beginning Thursday evening as well. Please see ares.ema.arrl.org for further
information on that as well as through messages issued to this e‐mail list.
TIMEFRAME OF ACTIVATION / FREQUENCIES
As of this point in time, North Shore ARES will activate in stand‐by mode
beginning Friday morning, December 12th, at 12:30 lasting through Sunday evening
– subject to change. We expect to monitor the storm throughout the evening into
Friday morning. All operations continue to take place on the 145.470 Danvers
repeater, and the 442.800 Danvers Repeater as an alternate. The Salem repeater
may also be required should the Danvers sites be unavailable.
Simplex communications could take place on the output of the 145.47 Danvers
repeater in the event of repeater failure.
Please continue to report damage and updates on your community through the 145.47
Repeater and provide pictures as necessary.
STORM / EVENT INFORMATION
Please refer to the latest statements from NWS‐Taunton in regards to this storm
system. While most warnings have now expired with precipitation leaving the
area, the effects of the storm remain. Please refer to www.weather.gov/boston
for more information on this impending storm system or continue to monitor the
SKYWARN repeaters.
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The NWS‐Taunton and NWS‐Gray Local Storm Reports and Public Information
Statements are available at www.weather.gov/boston or www.weather.gov/gray.
There is the chance of some light snow to affect the area later today, and
standing water will freeze overnight making travel even more hazardous.
FEMA has requested pictures of the damage.
pics@nsradio.org when able to do so.

Please send pictures to

AGENCY SUPPORT
The most likely support may be in the form of ARES‐MAT assistance should
significant damage occur. This situation will be monitored closely by the North
Shore ARES Leadership.
At this time, we have not been contacted by Red Cross chapter officials either
from Massachusetts Bay or Northeast Massachusetts.
Amesbury Emergency Management has called in all their communications staff for
possible evacuations of locations without power but support of their operations
has not been requested. Several shelters are open across the region.
WE HAVE NOT YET RECEIVED ANY REQUESTS FOR SUPPORT, HOWEVER WE NEED TO BE READY IF
REQUESTS ARRIVE.
REQUEST FOR AVAILABILITY
We are seeking available stations to assist with various operations that may
arise during the storm. Some of these operations may include mobile operations,
base operations, net control stations, and field ARES opportunities, which will
be refined in the near future. Please let us know if you are available Sunday
through Tuesday, along with specific times and means to contact you. We will let
you know if services beyond SKYWARN are required, and contact you accordingly.
Remember, please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY! It is just as high an honor to submit your
readiness as it is to work in the field. Please send your availability to
ares@nsradio.org or report to the 47 repeater and we will add you to the list. I
would like to have everyone’s availability coordinated ASAP, if possible, so that
we are ready to go.
CALL TO ACTION
Again, we are not specifically calling stations into action, other than the need
for availability. As we continue to work through this storm...we are in need of
the following items:
Net Control Volunteers
Traditional SKYWARN Criteria
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Pictures of the above as requested by FEMA (VERY important – send to pics @
nsradio.org)
Possible shelter operations
Possible ARES‐MAT Assistance
Any Red Cross requests for assistance
Other emergency communications duties as requested
Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or check in with the SKYWARN or
ARES representative on the 145.47 Danvers repeater.
SUMMARY
* North Shore ARES is on stand‐by activation at this time beginning Thursday
evening at 20:00 to support SKYWARN and ARES operations that may be required
* Stations are urged to read up on SKYWARN criteria and be prepared to report as
required to the Danvers repeater
* Pictures of damage or coastal flooding are requested by FEMA from this event,
please send to pics@nsradio.org
* This message will be updated some time later Friday evening, time and
information permitting

North Shore ARES Notification #2 – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08
OVERVIEW
North Shore ARES has been placed on stand‐by status by KB1KQW and KA1NCF
effective Friday afternoon, December 12th at 12:30pm. Power restoration still has
the potential to take several days and is not expected until Monday at the
earliest.
We have heard about entire communities in Massachusetts New Hampshire without
power in central and western MA into Northeast MA, countless trees and tree limbs
down, and roads impassable. Several local states of emergency are currently in
effect in Northern Essex / Middlesex counties and points west. States of
Emergency remain in effect for all of Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
Several hams have checked in to the 145.47 repeater with either a loss of
electrical or phone service or in some cases total outages to their residence.
Please do your best to keep transmissions short as we may be their only link to
provide assistance in the event of an emergency situation. North Shore ARES Net
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Controls are monitoring for any instances of EMERGENCY or PRIORITY traffic that
may arise.
The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES has been placed on stand‐by status
effective immediately through Sunday evening as well. Please see
ares.ema.arrl.org for further information on that as well as through messages
issued to this e‐mail list.
TIMEFRAME OF ACTIVATION / FREQUENCIES
North Shore ARES remains active in stand‐by mode as of Friday morning, December
12th, at 12:30 lasting through Sunday evening – subject to change. All
operations will continue to take place on the 145.470 Danvers repeater, and the
442.800 Danvers Repeater as an alternate. The Salem repeater may also be
required should the Danvers sites be unavailable.
Simplex communications could take place on the output of the 145.47 Danvers
repeater in the event of repeater failure.
Please continue to report damage and updates on your community through the 145.47
Repeater and provide pictures as necessary.
ARES stand‐by mode is to alert Amateurs within ARES that a mobilization is
possible on a wide‐scale and that some localized mobilizations are taking place
in isolated areas. It means to take a look at your Go‐Kit and have batteries and
equipment ready to go and charged up and take care of any requirements at home in
case a mobilization is required and you can participate. Do NOT self‐deploy. Wait
for guidance from leadership for any deployment.
STORM / EVENT INFORMATION
The NWS‐Taunton and NWS‐Gray Local Storm Reports and Public Information
Statements are available at www.weather.gov/boston or www.weather.gov/gray. These
reports will provide you with just a snapshot of the damage experienced.
FEMA has requested pictures of the damage.
pics@nsradio.org when able to do so.

Please send pictures to

Several hams have checked in to the 145.47 repeater with either a loss of
electrical or phone service or in some cases total outages to their residence.
Please do your best to keep transmissions short as we may be their only link to
provide assistance in the event of an emergency situation. North Shore ARES Net
Controls are monitoring for any instances of EMERGENCY or PRIORITY traffic that
may arise.
AGENCY SUPPORT
The most likely support may be in the form of ARES‐MAT assistance should
significant damage occur. This situation will be monitored closely by the North
Shore ARES Leadership.
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At this time, we have not been contacted by Red Cross chapter officials either
from Massachusetts Bay or Northeast Massachusetts.
Amesbury Emergency Management has called in all their communications staff for
possible evacuations of locations without power but support of their operations
has not been requested. Several shelters are open across the region.
WE STILL HAVE NOT YET RECEIVED ANY REQUESTS FOR SUPPORT, HOWEVER WE NEED TO BE
READY IF REQUESTS ARRIVE. Requests may not come in for a few days as progress is
made with regards to clearing the roads.
REQUEST FOR AVAILABILITY
We are seeking available stations to assist with various operations that may
arise during the storm. Some of these operations may include mobile operations,
base operations, net control stations, and field ARES opportunities, which will
be refined in the near future. Please let us know if you are available through
the weekend, along with specific times and means to contact you. Remember,
please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY! It is just as high an honor to submit your readiness
as it is to work in the field.
Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or report to the 47 repeater
and we will add you to the list. I would like to have everyone’s availability
coordinated ASAP, if possible, so that we are ready to go.
As of this update, we have received availability from: / KB1KQW / KA1NCF / KX1KTY
/ KB1OHZ / KB1MWC / KB1LYJ / KB1LPW / NG1Z /
Again, if you are not on this list and have availability, please let us know ASAP
so we are prepared in the event of an activation.
CALL TO ACTION
Remember, we are not specifically calling stations into action, other than the
need for availability. As we continue to work through this storm...we are in
need of the following items:
Net Control Volunteers
Pictures of storm damage as requested by FEMA (VERY important – send to pics @
nsradio.org)
Possible shelter operations
Possible ARES‐MAT Assistance
Any Red Cross requests for assistance
Other emergency communications duties as requested
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Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or check in with the SKYWARN or
ARES representative on the 145.47 Danvers repeater.
SUMMARY
* North Shore ARES remains on stand‐by activation at this time through Sunday
evening in the event ARES‐MAT or other ARES support is requested.
* Pictures of damage or coastal flooding are requested by FEMA from this event,
please send to pics@nsradio.org
* This message will be updated some time later Saturday evening, time and
information permitting

North Shore ARES Notification #2A – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08
OVERVIEW
***UPDATE***
We continue to compile availability now for potential ARES‐MAT support now to
Gardner and/or Leominster. Both communities are in need of support as of 11:00
and we are working towards an operator list. Further details will be announced
as they are received and we are monitoring the 145.47 Danvers repeater – you can
get further instructions there as well.
A full update will be issued this evening.

Remainder below unchanged.

***END OF UPDATE***

(Editor Note: The rest of Message #2A was the same as Message #2)

North Shore ARES Notification #3 – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08
OVERVIEW ‐ Updated
North Shore ARES moved to full activation status by KB1KQW and KA1NCF effective
Saturday afternoon at 18:00 due to ongoing ARES‐MAT deployments to the Gardner
area. Numerous power outages remain and shelters continue to serve displaced
residents and this is expected to continue through at least Sunday night.
Conditions are improving somewhat for those residents in Essex county who were
impacted slightly less than other parts of the state, however this is all
relative and there remain several displaced residents in those areas as well.
States of emergency remain in effect for Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
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Several hams have checked in to the 145.47 repeater with their availability, and
we cannot thank you enough for your assistance. We will continue to coordinate a
resource net through Sunday and make call ups for availability at the top of each
hour. North Shore ARES Net Controls continue to monitor for any instances of
EMERGENCY or PRIORITY traffic that may arise. I will stress the repeater is open
for business and we do not have any plans to host an activated net on the
repeater, however please keep your transmissions short in case anyone needs to
make contact with North Shore ARES.
The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES remains on stand‐by status effective
through Sunday evening. Please see ares.ema.arrl.org for further information on
that as well as through messages issued to this e‐mail list.
TIMEFRAME OF ACTIVATION / FREQUENCIES ‐ Updated
North Shore ARES remains active is fully active at this time and lasting through
Sunday evening – subject to change. A resource net is taking place on the
145.470 Danvers repeater at the top of every hour from 08:00 until 23:00 and will
take place through Sunday. The 442.800 Danvers Repeater may be used as an
alternate, and the Salem repeater may also be required should the Danvers sites
be unavailable.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional deployment
becomes necessary.
Please continue provide pictures of storm damage and recovery operations through
email at pics@nsradio.org.
STORM / EVENT INFORMATION
The NWS‐Taunton and NWS‐Gray Local Storm Reports and Public Information
Statements are available at www.weather.gov/boston or www.weather.gov/gray. These
reports will provide you with just a snapshot of the damage experienced.
FEMA has requested pictures of the damage.
pics@nsradio.org when able to do so.

Please send pictures to

AGENCY SUPPORT ‐ Updated
ARES‐MAT support has been requested into portions of Northern Worcester County,
including the city of Gardner for communications between shelters and their
police station EOC. Leominster may require support as well and we are on stand‐
by for potential needs there. Worcester has used ARES support provided by
Worcester County ARES. There may be other communities using ARES support as well
throughout the Commonwealth.
Very limited support was provided to the Massachusetts State EOC in support of
what is known as ESF‐2 (Emergency Support Function #2 is communications
assistance).
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At this time, we have not been contacted by Red Cross chapter officials either
from Massachusetts Bay or Northeast Massachusetts.
Support is expected to continue through Sunday night and does have the potential
to last through Monday if conditions do not improve in the affected areas.
Please continue to monitor your email and the Danvers Repeater for further
updates as they become available.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional deployment
becomes necessary.
REQUEST FOR AVAILABILITY ‐ Updated
We continue to seek available stations to assist with various recovery operations
currently in progress. Some of these operations may include mobile operations,
base operations, net control stations, and field ARES opportunities, which will
be refined in the near future.
Note: please let us know if you are available FROM SUNDAY THROUGH MONDAY, along
with specific times and means to contact you. Remember, please DO NOT SELF
DEPLOY! It is just as high an honor to submit your readiness as it is to work
in the field.
If deployed, you will need a mobile radio, power supply, antenna, coax,
microphone, and an HT for backup communications.
Please also have backup and
emergency power considerations, as there may or may not be power where deployment
takes place. As always, please make sure your personal needs are taken care of as
well.
Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or report to the 47 repeater
and we will add you to the list. I would like to have everyone’s availability
coordinated ASAP, since we are currently in an activated mode.
CALL TO ACTION
As the recovery operation continues to take place, we remain in need of the
following:
ARES‐MAT Assistance
Shelter operations
Net Control Volunteers
Pictures of storm damage as requested by FEMA (VERY important – send to pics @
nsradio.org)
Any Red Cross requests for assistance
Other emergency communications duties as requested
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Please continue to send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or check in with
the ARES representative on the 145.47 Danvers repeater. Resource call‐ups
continue at the top of every hour until further notice.
SUMMARY
* North Shore ARES is currently in FULL ACTIVATION mode for ARES‐MAT support to
affected areas.
* Pictures of damage or coastal flooding are requested by FEMA from this event,
please send to pics@nsradio.org
* The next update to this message will be Sunday evening, time and information
permitting.

North Shore ARES Notification #4 – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08

OVERVIEW ‐ Updated
North Shore ARES remains at full activation status by KB1KQW and KA1NCF effective
Saturday afternoon at 18:00 due to ongoing ARES‐MAT deployments to the Gardner
area. Although the situation continues to improve as time goes on, several power
outages remain (140,000 in Massachusetts as of 5pm Sunday) and shelters continue
to serve displaced residents and this is expected to continue now potentially
through Tuesday morning (perhaps longer).
Conditions also continue to improve for those residents in Essex county who were
impacted slightly less than other parts of the state, however there remains
several displaced residents in those areas as well. States of emergency do
continue for Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
We will continue to coordinate a resource net now through Monday and make call
ups for availability at the top of each hour. North Shore ARES Net Controls will
continue to monitor for any instances of EMERGENCY or PRIORITY traffic that may
arise in addition to the resource net until the conclusion of the activation.
Remember the repeater is open for business and we do not have any plans to host
an activated net on the repeater, however please keep your transmissions short in
case anyone needs to make contact with North Shore ARES.
A web page has been created at www.nsradio.org with current information regarding
the activation.
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The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES remains on stand‐by status effective
through Monday evening and this time frame could potentially be extended again.
Please see ares.ema.arrl.org for further information on that as well as through
messages issued to this e‐mail list.
TIMEFRAME OF ACTIVATION / FREQUENCIES ‐ Updated
North Shore ARES remains active is fully active at this time and lasting now
through Tuesday morning – subject to change. A resource net is taking place on
the 145.470 Danvers repeater at the top of every hour from 08:00 until 23:00 and
will take place through Monday at 23:00. The 442.800 Danvers Repeater may be
used as an alternate, and the Salem repeater may also be required should the
Danvers sites be unavailable.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional deployment
becomes necessary. Please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY and do not deploy without this
written message.
As soon as we are aware that Gardner has full control over their recovery and
amateur radio support is no longer needed, we will scale back our operation to a
stand‐by mode in the event further request are needed.
Operations in Gardner have been taking place on simplex due to the power outages
to the local repeater. It is noted that as of 17:00 the Gardner repeater
received generator power and is now operational to handle operations traffic.
They truly appreciate the efforts we have been able to provide.
Please continue provide pictures of storm damage and recovery operations through
email at pics@nsradio.org.
STORM / EVENT INFORMATION
The NWS‐Taunton and NWS‐Gray Local Storm Reports and Public Information
Statements are available at www.weather.gov/boston or www.weather.gov/gray. These
reports will provide you with just a snapshot of the damage experienced.
FEMA has requested pictures of the damage.
pics@nsradio.org when able to do so.

Please send pictures to

AGENCY SUPPORT ‐ Updated
ARES‐MAT support has been requested and continues to be provided into portions of
Northern Worcester County, including the city of Gardner for communications
between shelters and their police station EOC. While there has not been much in
the way of new requests. other locations may require support as well and we
remain on stand‐by for potential needs. Worcester has used ARES support provided
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by Worcester County ARES. Other communities were using ARES support as well
throughout the Commonwealth and those requests were handled by other local ARES
teams.
Very limited support was provided to the Massachusetts State EOC in support of
what is known as ESF‐2 (Emergency Support Function #2 is communications
assistance) both on Saturday and Sunday.
Five operators were placed into deployment mode on Sunday including one to the
State EOC and Four to the Gardner operation (two being from Franklin County
ARES). A total of ten operators were deployed on Sunday, with one to the State
EOC, five to Gardner during the 8am to 8pm day shift, and four to Gardner to
cover the overnight shift (with three from South Shore ARES). An additional five
operators are being deployed from Franklin County ARES to cover the day shift on
Monday. If you have any pictures of the recovery operation please e‐mail them to
pics@nsradio.org.
We need to cover shifts in Gardner from 4:00pm Monday through 8:00am Tuesday
morning and again this may change in the near future.
At this time, we have not been contacted by Red Cross chapter officials either
from Massachusetts Bay or Northeast Massachusetts.
Support is expected to continue through Tuesday morning and does have the
potential to last through Tuesday daytime hours if conditions do not improve in
the affected areas. Please continue to monitor your email and the Danvers
Repeater for further updates as they become available.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional deployment
becomes necessary.
REQUEST FOR AVAILABILITY ‐ Updated
We continue to seek available stations to assist with various recovery operations
currently in progress. Some of these operations may include mobile operations,
base operations, net control stations, and field ARES opportunities, which will
be refined in the near future.
Note: please let us know if you are available FROM MONDAY AFTERNOON THROUGH
TUESDAY, along with specific times and means to contact you. Shifts need to be
covered from 4pm Monday through 8am Tuesday and this may be extended. Remember,
please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY! It is just as high an honor to submit your readiness
as it is to work in the field.
If deployed, you will need a mobile radio, power supply, antenna, coax,
microphone, and an HT for backup communications.
Please also have backup and
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emergency power considerations, as there may or may not be power where deployment
takes place. As always, please make sure your personal needs are taken care of as
well.
Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or report to the 47 repeater
and we will add you to the list. I would like to have everyone’s availability
coordinated ASAP, since we are currently in an activated mode.
CALL TO ACTION
As the recovery operation continues to take place, we remain in need of the
following:
ARES‐MAT Assistance
Shelter operations
Net Control Volunteers
Pictures of storm damage as requested by FEMA (VERY important – send to pics @
nsradio.org)
Any Red Cross requests for assistance
Other emergency communications duties as requested
Please continue to send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or check in with
the ARES representative on the 145.47 Danvers repeater. Resource call‐ups
continue at the top of every hour until further notice.
SUMMARY
* North Shore ARES is currently in FULL ACTIVATION mode for ARES‐MAT support to
affected areas.
* Pictures of damage or coastal flooding are requested by FEMA from this event,
please send to pics@nsradio.org
* The next update to this message will be Monday evening, time and information
permitting.

(Editor Note: This email’s subject was “North Shore ARES Alert: Activation Coordination Message
#4A”)
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Hello to all...
We continue to support an ARES‐MAT (mutual assistance team) operation with the
City of Gardner and other support requests have the potential to come in over the
next day or two (some have come in but all have been handled with other
resources). We are in need of the following ASAP:
Five (5) operators from 3pm to 11pm tonight.
Five (5) operators from 10pm to 8am Tuesday.
Again...additional requests for support may come in requiring additional bodies.
If you are available please contact both myself and Eric‐KA1NCF through email at
ares@nsradio.org. Further information can also be found at www.nsradio.org.
Thanks in advance for any assistance you may be able to provide.
questions please let us know.

If you have any

Please forward on to any person you feel may be able to assist with this
operation.
Remainder below unchanged.

(Editor Note: This email’s subject was “North Shore ARES Alert: Activation Coordination Message
#4B”)
Hello to all...
***UPDATED AVAILABILITY REQUEST***
We continue to support an ARES‐MAT (mutual assistance team) operation with the
City of Gardner and other support requests have the potential to come in over the
next day or two (some have come in but all have been handled with other
resources). We are in need of the following for Tuesday into Wednesday:
Five (5) operators from 8am to 8pm Tuesday.
Five (5) operators from 8pm to 8am Tuesday Night.
Again...additional requests for support may come in requiring additional bodies.
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If you are available please contact both myself and Eric‐KA1NCF through email at
ares@nsradio.org. Further information can also be found at www.nsradio.org.
Thanks in advance for any assistance you may be able to provide.
questions please let us know.

If you have any

Please forward on to any person you feel may be able to assist with this
operation. A complete coordination message with information on the day’s events
will be issued by 11:00pm this evening and will also be available at
www.nsradio.org. MANY THANKS to all that have assisted with this activation of
ARES to this point.
Remainder below unchanged.

North Shore ARES Notification #5 – Nor'easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐
12/12/08
OVERVIEW ‐ Updated
Due to an AOL e‐mail error this message is being sent directly though
Yahoo Groups. I apologize for any duplicates.
North Shore ARES remains at full activation status by KB1KQW and
KA1NCF effective Saturday afternoon at 18:00 due to ongoing ARES‐MAT
deployments to the Gardner area. The good news to report is as of
23:00 on Monday the power outage count in Massachusetts is down to
approximately 85,000 and progress continues to be made. However
shelters continue to serve displaced residents and this is expected
to continue now potentially through Wednesday or Thursday morning
(perhaps longer). States of emergency do continue for Massachusetts
and New Hampshire.
We continue to coordinate a resource net scheduled through Tuesday
and make call ups for availability at the top of each hour. North
Shore ARES Net Controls will continue to monitor for any instances of
EMERGENCY or PRIORITY traffic that may arise in addition to the
resource net until the conclusion of the activation. Remember the
repeater is open for business and we do not have any plans to host an
activated net on the repeater, however please keep your transmissions
short in case anyone needs to make contact with North Shore ARES.
A web page has been created at www.nsradio.org with current
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information regarding the activation.
It is anticipated that once North Shore ARES can secure the Gardner
support operation we will return to a stand‐by status in the event
further action is requested, and this stand‐by activation could last
through Friday evening.
The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES remains on stand‐by status
effective through Wednesday evening and this time frame could
potentially be extended again. Please see ares.ema.arrl.org for
further information on that as well as through messages issued to
this e‐mail list.

TIMEFRAME OF ACTIVATION / FREQUENCIES ‐ Updated
North Shore ARES remains active is fully active at this time and
lasting now through Wednesday morning – subject to change. A
resource net is taking place on the 145.470 Danvers repeater at the
top of every hour from 08:00 until 23:00 and will take place through
Monday at 23:00. The 442.800 Danvers Repeater may be used as an
alternate, and the Salem repeater may also be required should the
Danvers sites be unavailable.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional
deployment becomes necessary. Please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY and do not
deploy without this written message.
As soon as we are aware that Gardner has full control over
recovery and amateur radio support is no longer needed, we
back our operation to a stand‐by mode in the event further
are needed. Please note this stand‐by activation is likely
through Friday evening.

their
will scale
request
to last

Since the Gardner repeater has received commercial power it has
remained as the primary operations frequency for this activation.
Operations in Gardner have also been taking place on simplex as a
secondary frequency. It has been noted several times that they truly
appreciate the efforts we have been able to provide.
Please continue provide pictures of storm damage and recovery
operations through email at pics@nsradio.org.
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STORM / EVENT INFORMATION
The NWS‐Taunton and NWS‐Gray Local Storm Reports and Public
Information Statements are available at www.weather.gov/boston or
www.weather.gov/gray. These reports will provide you with just a
snapshot of the damage experienced.
FEMA has requested pictures of the damage. Please send pictures to
pics@nsradio.org when able to do so.

AGENCY SUPPORT ‐ Updated
ARES‐MAT support has been requested and continues to be provided into
portions of Northern Worcester County, including the city of Gardner
for communications between shelters and their police station EOC.
While there has not been much in the way of new requests, other
locations may require support as well and we remain on stand‐by for
potential needs. Worcester has used ARES support provided by
Worcester County ARES. Other communities were using ARES support as
well throughout the Commonwealth and those requests were handled by
other local ARES teams.
Very limited support was provided to the Massachusetts State EOC in
support of what is known as ESF‐2 (Emergency Support Function #2 is
communications assistance) both on Saturday and Sunday and continues
through this week as provided by other ARES districts.
Five operators from Franklin County ARES were deployed through North
Shore ARES to assist with the Gardner operation on Monday. An
additional operator from North Shore ARES was deployed around noon‐
time to assist with additional duties throughout the day including
communications with the National Grid command vehicle and the police
station. The local hospital lost all incoming phone service for most
of the day and Amateur Radio served as the ONLY link between the EOC
and the hospital...Kudos! As of 20:00 on Monday, Three relief
operators were deployed to Gardner including one from Rhode Island
ARES, one from Middlesex County, and one from North Shore ARES. A
fourth operator remains on scene from earlier today to assist
bringing our overnight staff count to four. Our total number of
deployed operators as of this update is 19 which includes both
Gardner and SEOC support.
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We are in need of the following for Tuesday into Wednesday:
‐ Five (5) operators from 11am to 8pm Tuesday.
‐ Operators on Stand‐by status after 8pm Tuesday for additional
assignments that may arise
At this time, we have not been contacted by Red Cross chapter
officials either from Massachusetts Bay or Northeast Massachusetts.
Support is expected to continue through Tuesday and does have the
potential to last through the middle part of the week if conditions
do not improve in the affected areas. Please continue to monitor
your email and the Danvers Repeater for further updates as they
become available.
The following additional ARES groups remain active in support of this
incident: South Shore ARES, Worcester County ARES, Franklin County
ARES, Rhode Island ARES, Connecticut District 5 ARES, and others that
I may not be aware of as well.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional
deployment becomes necessary.
Remember, if you have any pictures of the recovery operation please e‐
mail them to pics@nsradio.org.
REQUEST FOR AVAILABILITY ‐ Updated
We continue to seek available stations to assist with various
recovery operations currently in progress. Some of these operations
may include mobile operations, base operations, net control stations,
and field ARES opportunities, which will be refined in the near
future.
Note: please let us know if you are available FROM TUESDAY THROUGH
WEDNESDAY, along with specific times and means to contact you.
Shifts need to be covered from 11am Tuesday possibly through 8pm
Tuesday and this may be extended once again. Remember, please DO NOT
SELF DEPLOY! It is just as high an honor to submit your readiness as
it is to work in the field.
If deployed, you will need a mobile radio, power supply, antenna,
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coax, microphone, and an HT for backup communications. Please also
have backup and emergency power considerations, as there may or may
not be power where deployment takes place. As always, please make
sure your personal needs are taken care of as well.
Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or report to the 47
repeater and we will add you to the list. I would like to have
everyone's availability coordinated ASAP, since we are currently in
an activated mode.
CALL TO ACTION
As the recovery operation continues to take place, we remain in need
of the following:
ARES‐MAT Assistance
Shelter operations
Net Control Volunteers
Pictures of storm damage as requested by FEMA (VERY important – send
to pics @ nsradio.org)
Any Red Cross requests for assistance
Other emergency communications duties as requested
Please continue to send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or
check in with the ARES representative on the 145.47 Danvers
repeater. Resource call‐ups continue at the top of every hour until
further notice.
SUMMARY
* North Shore ARES is currently in FULL ACTIVATION mode for ARES‐MAT
support to affected areas.
* Pictures of damage or coastal flooding are requested by FEMA from
this event, please send to pics@nsradio.org
* The next update to this message will be Tuesday evening, time and
information permitting.
Please forward this message on to any interested parties that may be
able to provide support.

North Shore ARES Notification #6 – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08
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OVERVIEW ‐ Updated
The operation in Gardner was secured today at 12:32 and no further requests for
support have come in over the day on Tuesday. Therefore, since we are currently
no longer supporting any active operations, North Shore ARES will be placed back
on stand‐by activation status by KB1KQW and KA1NCF effective 00:00 on Wednesday.
The power outage count continues to drop and as of 23:00 Tuesday was reported to
be around 50,000.
Some shelters continue to serve displaced residents this may continue through the
rest of the week. States of emergency continue for Massachusetts and New
Hampshire. It is possible that some locations may experience a “dark Christmas”
due to the numerous power outages.
The resource nets will continue on a more relaxed basis through at least the next
two days in the event that further resources are required for deployment. These
nets will take place on both Wednesday and Thursday at 9:00, 13:00, 17:00, and
21:00. North Shore ARES Net Controls will continue to monitor for any instances
of EMERGENCY or PRIORITY traffic that may arise in addition to the resource net
through conclusion of the activation.
A web page has been created at with current information regarding the activation.
We anticipate on remaining in stand‐by status through Sunday, December 21st as
the weather forecast anticipates one or two rounds of wintry precipitation that
may exacerbate the issues at hand, but this remains to be seen at this point in
time.
The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES remains on stand‐by status now effective
through Sunday evening and is subject to review over the next few days, weather
and resource permitting. Please see ares.ema.arrl.org for further information on
that as well as through messages issued to this e‐mail list.
TIMEFRAME OF ACTIVATION / FREQUENCIES ‐ Updated
North Shore ARES has returned to stand‐by status effective 00:00 Wednesday and
this is expected to last through Sunday evening. A resource net is taking place
on the 145.470 Danvers repeater four times during the day at 09:00, 13:00, 17:00,
and 21:00 to check for potential availability. The 442.800 Danvers Repeater may
be used as an alternate, and the Salem repeater may also be utilized should the
Danvers sites be unavailable.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional deployment
becomes necessary. Please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY and do not deploy without this
written message. We anticipate on remaining in an ARES Stand‐by mode through
Sunday, however this is subject to review over the next few days.
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Please continue provide pictures of storm damage and recovery operations through
email at pics@nsradio.org.
STORM / EVENT INFORMATION ‐ Updated
The NWS‐Taunton and NWS‐Gray Local Storm Reports and Public Information
Statements are available at www.weather.gov/boston or www.weather.gov/gray. These
reports will provide you with just a snapshot of the damage experienced.
The forecast calls for additional wintry precipitation over the course of the
next few days. Please continue to monitor National Weather Service forecasts and
be tuned into any further activations that may be required either for ARES or
SKYWARN.
If you have any photos of the damage or recovery operation, please forward them
to pics@nsradio.org.
AGENCY SUPPORT ‐ Updated
Operations in Gardner were secured at 12:32 on Tuesday when
support operations were closed down. Working overnight was
Island ARES (until approximately midnight) and David‐KB1OCL
morning hours. Operations were sustained from the previous
KB1NCG and Paul‐KB1PWC who remained through the night until

all shelters and
Bill‐KB1G from Rhode
who worked until the
night shift by Marek‐
closing.

Very limited support was provided to the Massachusetts State EOC in support of
what is known as ESF‐2 (Emergency Support Function #2 is communications
assistance) both on Saturday and Sunday and continues again on Tuesday night as
provided by Lou‐N1UEC. RACES is expected to remain active through at least
Thursday.
No further requests for support were received on Tuesday for operations on
Tuesday or Wednesday. At this time, we have not been contacted by Red Cross
chapter officials for damage assessment operations.
While imminent support is not likely, we will still continue to collect
availability for any potential operations that may arise. Please continue to
monitor your email and the Danvers Repeater for further updates as they become
available. Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional
deployment becomes necessary.
Special thanks to the following additional ARES groups who provided additional
resources: South Shore ARES, Worcester County ARES, Franklin County ARES, Rhode
Island ARES, Connecticut District 5 ARES, and others that I may have neglected to
mention.
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Remember, if you have any pictures of the recovery operation please e‐mail them
to pics@nsradio.org.
REQUEST FOR AVAILABILITY ‐ Updated
While we have returned to stand‐by mode, we are still collecting a list of
resources in case additional deployments are required. Please let us know if you
are available through Sunday evening, along with specific times and means to
contact you. Remember, please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY! It is just as high an honor
to submit your readiness as it is to work in the field.
Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or report to the 47 repeater
and we will add you to the list.
CALL TO ACTION
As the recovery operation continues to take place, we remain in need of the
following for potential operations that may occur later this week:
Possible ARES‐MAT Assistance
Possible Damage assessment operations
Shelter operations
Net Control Volunteers
Pictures of storm damage and recovery as requested by FEMA (VERY important – send
to pics @ nsradio.org)
Any Red Cross requests for assistance
Other emergency communications duties as requested
Please continue to send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or check in with
the ARES representative on the 145.47 Danvers repeater. Resource call‐ups will
take place on Wednesday and Thursday at 09:00, 13:00, 17:00, and 21:00.
SUMMARY
* North Shore ARES has returned to stand‐by mode in the event further requests
for assistance are required.
* Pictures of damage or the recovery operation are requested by FEMA from this
event, please send to pics@nsradio.org
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* The next update to this message will be Wednesday evening, time and
information permitting. This will be the final forward to the “nsraemaillist”
yahoo group.
Please forward this message on to any interested parties that may be able to
provide support.

North Shore ARES Notification #7 – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08
OVERVIEW ‐ Updated
North Shore ARES remains on stand‐by activation status by KB1KQW and KA1NCF
effective 00:00 on Wednesday after having been activated since 12:30 on Friday.
As of Tuesday evening some shelters continue to serve displaced residents this
may continue through the rest of the week, although many other shelters have
closed. States of emergency continue for Massachusetts and New Hampshire. It
remains possible that some locations may experience a “dark Christmas” due to the
numerous power outages. The power outage count continues to drop and as of 22:00
Tuesday was reported to be around 38,000.
The resource nets will
resources are required
Wednesday and Thursday
Controls will continue
traffic that may arise
activation. Should it
terminate the resource

continue through Thursday in the event that further
for deployment. These nets will take place on both
at 9:00, 13:00, 17:00, and 21:00. North Shore ARES Net
to monitor for any instances of EMERGENCY or PRIORITY
in addition to the resource net through conclusion of the
appear no further resources are required, we will
net sometime on Friday.

Two potentially significant weather systems have the potential to impact the
region over the next five days with several inches of snow, and perhaps some rain
and wind. Please continue to monitor forecasts issued by the National Weather
Service for further information. A WINTER STORM WATCH has been issued for the
region for Friday due to the potential to receive around a foot of snow, but this
forecast is highly subject to change and not set in stone. SKYWARN activation is
likely on Friday and possibly again later in the weekend.
It is due to this forecast that we anticipate on remaining in stand‐by status
through Monday, December 22nd.
The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES remains on stand‐by status now effective
through Monday evening 12/22/08 and is subject to review over the next few days,
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weather and resource permitting. Please see ares.ema.arrl.org for further
information on that as well as through messages issued to this e‐mail list.
TIMEFRAME OF ACTIVATION / FREQUENCIES – Updated
North Shore ARES has returned to stand‐by status effective 00:00 Wednesday and
this is expected to last through Sunday or Monday evening. A resource net will
continue through Thursday on the 145.470 Danvers repeater four times during the
day at 09:00, 13:00, 17:00, and 21:00 to check for potential availability. The
442.800 Danvers Repeater may be used as an alternate, and the Salem repeater may
also be utilized should the Danvers sites be unavailable.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional deployment
becomes necessary. Please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY and do not deploy without this
written message. We anticipate on remaining in an ARES Stand‐by mode through
Monday, however this is subject to review over the next few days.
Please continue provide pictures of storm damage and recovery operations through
email at pics@nsradio.org.
STORM / EVENT INFORMATION – Updated
Two potentially significant weather systems have the potential to impact the
region over the next five days with several inches of snow, and perhaps some rain
and wind. A WINTER STORM WATCH has been issued for the region for Friday due to
the potential to receive around a foot of snow, but this forecast is highly
subject to change and not set in stone. Please continue to monitor forecasts
issued by the National Weather Service for further information at
www.weather.gov/boston or www.weather.gov/gray.
SKYWARN activation is likely on Friday and possibly again later in the weekend
and if this exacerbates the situation ARES support could potentially be required
for shelter operations.
If you have any photos of the damage or recovery operation, please forward them
to pics@nsradio.org.
AGENCY SUPPORT ‐ Updated
No further requests for support were received on Wednesday for operations on
Tuesday or Wednesday. At this time, we have not been contacted by Red Cross
chapter officials for damage assessment operations.
While imminent support is not likely, we will still continue to collect
availability for any potential operations that may arise. Please continue to
monitor your email and the Danvers Repeater for further updates as they become
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available. Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional
deployment becomes necessary.
If weather conditions exacerbate the situation in the central and western parts
of the state, it is possible ARES support may again be requested.
Remember, if you have any pictures of the recovery operation please e‐mail them
to pics@nsradio.org.
REQUEST FOR AVAILABILITY ‐ Updated
While we have returned to stand‐by mode, we are still collecting a list of
resources in case additional deployments are required. Please let us know if you
are available through Sunday evening, along with specific times and means to
contact you. Remember, please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY! It is just as high an honor
to submit your readiness as it is to work in the field.
Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or report to the 47 repeater
and we will add you to the list.
CALL TO ACTION
Please continue to send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or check in with
the ARES representative on the 145.47 Danvers repeater. Resource call‐ups will
take place on Thursday at 09:00, 13:00, 17:00, and 21:00.
SKYWARN activation is likely on Friday for snowfall amounts and any potential
damage.
SUMMARY
* North Shore ARES has returned to stand‐by mode in the event further requests
for assistance are required.
* Pictures of damage or the recovery operation are requested by FEMA from this
event, please send to pics@nsradio.org
The next update to this message will be issued sometime late Thursday or Friday,
time and information permitting.
Please forward this message on to any interested parties that may be able to
provide support.
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North Shore ARES Notification #8 – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08
OVERVIEW ‐ Updated
This quick update is to remind all ARES volunteers that North Shore ARES remains
on stand‐by activation status by KB1KQW and KA1NCF effective 00:00 on Wednesday
after having been activated since 12:30 on Friday 12/12.
The resource net has been terminated, and will return only if deployment requests
look imminent. There was one potential case for ARES support on Friday, however
this was not required as the situation resolved itself and we remain on stand‐by
status.
The first of two winter storms impacted the region on Friday bringing a
widespread 7‐10 inches with a few higher amounts. Minor damage was reported with
a tree down on a phone line in Salem and power outages in Revere.
The second storm will impact our area on Sunday bringing a few more inches of
snow, however this snow will be heavier and wetter. This type of snow can cake
on to trees and power lines causing power outages and other damage. The snow
will change to a period of rain before ending, when the temperatures will drop
rapidly causing a flash freeze. There is the potential for minor coastal
flooding at the times of high tide. Finally and most importantly, we need to be
on the watch for strong to possibly damaging wind gusts Sunday evening which may
further cause damage and power outages across the region, especially with the
snow caked onto the infrastructure.
SKYWARN will be active Sunday morning around 8‐9am for the threats across the
region. It is due to this forecast that we anticipate on remaining in stand‐by
status through Monday, December 22nd.
The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES remains on stand‐by status now effective
through Monday evening 12/22/08 and is subject to review over the next few days,
weather and resource permitting. Please see ares.ema.arrl.org for further
information on that as well as through messages issued to this e‐mail list.
TIMEFRAME OF ACTIVATION / FREQUENCIES ‐ Updated
North Shore ARES has returned to stand‐by status effective 00:00 Wednesday and
this is expected to last through Sunday or Monday evening. SKYWARN activations
on the 145.470 Danvers repeater are likely so please pass your weather related
criteria on to net control. The 442.800 Danvers Repeater may be used as an
alternate, and the Salem repeater may also be utilized should the Danvers sites
be unavailable.
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We are hope to secure the entire activation on Monday providing no further
requests come in this weekend. This is, as always, subject to change.
Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional deployment
becomes necessary. Please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY and do not deploy without this
written message. We anticipate on remaining in an ARES Stand‐by mode through
Monday, however this is subject to review over the next few days.
Please continue provide pictures of storm damage and recovery operations through
email at pics@nsradio.org.
STORM / EVENT INFORMATION ‐ Updated
The first of two winter storms impacted our region on Friday with 7‐10 inches of
snow and a few locally higher amounts. A second storm will impact the area on
Sunday with a wide variety of weather hazards. There is the potential to receive
several inches of snow, however this is subject to change. This snow will change
to rain later in the day, only to be followed by rapidly dropping temperatures
causing everything to freeze up. The snow will be a heavy, wet snow caking to
power lines which may cause some tree/power line damage. There is the
possibility of minor coastal flooding at the time of high tide. Finally and most
importantly, strong to damaging winds may occur behind the storm Sunday evening
further causing damage across the region.
Please continue to monitor forecasts issued by the National Weather Service for
further information at www.weather.gov/boston or www.weather.gov/gray.
SKYWARN activation took place on Friday for the snow storm and is likely to take
place by 8am Sunday and lasting through the day due to the snow/rain/ice/wind
threats.
If you have any photos of the damage or recovery operation, please forward them
to pics@nsradio.org
AGENCY SUPPORT ‐ Updated
No further requests for support have been received. At this time, we have not
been contacted by Red Cross chapter officials for damage assessment operations.
While imminent support is not likely, we will still continue to collect
availability for any potential operations that may arise. Please continue to
monitor your email and the Danvers 47 Repeater for further updates as they become
available. Deployment instructions will only be provided by e‐mail if additional
deployment becomes necessary.
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If weather conditions exacerbate the situation in the central and western parts
of the state through the Merrimack valley, it is possible ARES support may again
be requested.
Remember, if you have any pictures of the recovery operation please e‐mail them
to pics@nsradio.org.
REQUEST FOR AVAILABILITY
North Shore ARES remains in stand‐by mode, and we are still collecting a list of
resources in case additional deployments are required. Please let us know if you
are available through Monday morning, along with specific times and means to
contact you. Remember, please DO NOT SELF DEPLOY! It is just as high an honor
to submit your readiness as it is to work in the field.
Please send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or report to the 47 repeater
and we will add you to the list.
CALL TO ACTION
Please continue to send your availability to ares@nsradio.org or check in with
the ARES representative on the 145.47 Danvers repeater.
SKYWARN activation will occur Sunday morning through the evening for snowfall
amounts and any potential damage.
SUMMARY
* North Shore ARES has returned to stand‐by mode in the event further requests
for assistance are required.
* Pictures of damage or the recovery operation are requested by FEMA from this
event, please send to pics@nsradio.org
The next update to this message will be issued by Monday, time and information
permitting.
Please forward this message on to any interested parties that may be able to
provide support.

North Shore ARES Notification #9 – Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11‐12/12/08
OVERVIEW ‐ Updated
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Due to the lack of additional requests for ARES communication support, North
Shore ARES will secure its stand‐by activation as of 23:00 on Monday, December
22, 2008.
The past 10+ days have been nothing short of tiresome amongst our ranks, with
several winter storms and the largest ARES‐MAT we have seen in our area since
9/11 (we deployed over 25 people and racked up well over 200 combined support
hours). All of our efforts have not gone unnoticed, with numerous officials in
the amateur radio community taking note for our job well done. Information has
been posted to the web page at www.nsradio.org and we will continue to update
with pictures and articles as they become available over the next several weeks.
I want to pass along my most sincere thanks on behalf of the North Shore ARES
team for everything you have all done to make this activation a tremendous and
overwhelming success!
Please take a moment to review the e‐mail sent on Friday evening by Mike‐KB1OHZ
regarding after action reports. It is very important to the NSARES Leadership
team to receive your feedback in order to improve all aspects of our operation.
These long‐duration ARES‐MAT deployments are rare, and it is critical to build
upon the foundation we have laid while our comments are still fresh in our
minds. Your reports will set the stage for possible upcoming drills,
improvements, training, and much more so please make sure to get us your after
action report by the end of this month. Your feedback will be included in our
report to the section as well as to the ARRL.
Watch for our complete after
action report to be issued sometime in early January.
The rest of Eastern Massachusetts ARES remains has secured in conjunction with
our operation. Please see ares.ema.arrl.org for further information.
STORM / EVENT INFORMATION – Updated
Additional storms will impact the region over the next several days. These
storms are not expected to cause significant issues which would require ARES
support. Please monitor forecasts issued by the National Weather Service for
further information at www.weather.gov/boston or www.weather.gov/gray.
As a last reminder, if you have any photos of the damage or recovery operation,
please forward them to pics@nsradio.org.
CALL TO ACTION ‐ Updated
Please remember to send us your after action report as soon as possible. Refer
to the e‐mail sent to the NSARES list by Mike‐KB1OHZ for further information or
e‐mail us at ares@nsradio.org for more information.

THIS WILL BE THE FINAL COORDIATION MESSAGE ISSUED REGARDING THIS ACTIVATION.
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Appendix C – Situation Reports
North Shore ARES Situation Report #1
Nor’easter / Ice Storm 12/11-12/12/08

Overview
North Shore ARES leadership has been actively monitoring
the situation presented by the Nor’easter/Ice Storm that has
been affecting Massachusetts since Thursday. The Danvers 145.470
repeater was monitored regularly throughout the actual storm
taking reports from Skywarn spotters and from stations in the
affected area. Following the conclusion of the storm, a resource
net began on the repeater, with hourly call ups to gather the
availability of ARES members. On Friday December 12th at 12:30
pm, KA1NCF and KB1KQW officially put North Shore ARES into a
standby mode. A notification was sent out to the North Shore
ARES email list, and an announcement was also made on the
Danvers repeater. North Shore ARES moved to full activation
mode as of 18:30 on Saturday, December 13, 2008.
Activations
North Shore ARES has been contacted to assist by assembling
an ARES-MAT to help with the town of Gardner. The need also
exists to have additional operators on Stand-By in the event
further support is requested. ARES leadership has assembled a
team of 4-5 people, with up to 6-7 people available for
deployment in the coming hours. Two hams have been deployed
this evening with additional deployments scheduled for Sunday.
North Shore ARES staff is continuing to run a resource net
on the Danvers 145.470 repeater. Call ups for station
availability is being done at the top of every hour. This net
will run through Sunday evening and further information will be
available on the NSRA Sunday Night Net.
North Shore ARES has been providing support on a very
limited basis to the State Emergency Operations Center to back
up RACES staff. This support is no longer anticipated after
Sunday and has been completely handled.
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Further Information
Further information about the storm, including upcoming
forecasts and the local storm report please visit the National
Weather Service website at www.weather.gov/boston.
Members of North Shore ARES are asked to continue to
monitor the Danvers repeater and keep the Net Control Station
updated on your availability. As we continue to monitor the
situation, further activations may be necessary. We currently
expect to remain active through Sunday night – with an extension
of that time frame certainly possible.
The North Shore ARES leadership would like to thank all of
the stations who have assisted so far, and who have offered
their assistance. We would also like to thank the North Shore
Radio Association for the use of their repeater system during
this activation.

North Shore ARES Situation Report #2
Nor'easter / Ice Storm 12/11-12/14/08
Overview
North Shore ARES leadership has been actively monitoring
the situation presented by the Nor'easter/Ice Storm that has
been affecting Massachusetts since Thursday. The Danvers 145.470
repeater was monitored regularly throughout the actual storm
taking reports from Skywarn spotters and from stations in the
affected area. Following the conclusion of the storm, a resource
net began on the repeater, with hourly call ups to gather the
availability of ARES members. On Friday December 12th at 12:30
pm, KA1NCF and KB1KQW officially put North Shore ARES into a
standby mode. A notification was sent out to the North Shore
ARES email list, and an announcement was also made on the
Danvers repeater. North Shore ARES moved to full activation
mode as of 18:30 on Saturday, December 13, 2008. North Shore
ARES continues to be in full activation mode at this time, with
no definite end time.
The situation continues to evolve, and ARES Leadership is
continuing to monitor as events unfold. The need for assistance
appears to be extending into Monday, and possibly into Tuesday.
All stations are encouraged to keep ARES updated with your
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availability during the hourly call up on the Danvers repeater
or by sending an email to ares@nsradio.org. Stations are also
reminded to check your equipment, and make sure everything is in
proper working order, and to pass your capabilities onto the Net
Control Station along with your availability.
Activations
North Shore ARES has been contacted to assist by assembling
an ARES-MAT to help with the town of Gardner. The need also
exists to have additional operators on Stand-By in the event
further support is requested. Two hams were deployed on Saturday
evening, and a team of 5 hams was deployed on Sunday morning.
Preparations are being made to send another team to the area
Sunday night and possibly Monday morning.
North Shore ARES staff is continuing to run a resource net
on the Danvers 145.470 repeater. Call ups for station
availability is being done at the top of every hour. This net
will run through Monday evening and further information will be
available on the NSRA Sunday Night Net.
North Shore ARES has been providing support on a very
limited basis to the State Emergency Operations Center to back
up RACES staff. This support is expected to continue into the
week, however has been completely handled.
Further Information
Further information about the storm; including upcoming
forecasts and the local storm report please visit the National
Weather Service website at www.weather.gov/boston.
Additional information can be found on the North Shore
Radio Association website at www.nsradio.org and on the NSARES
Yahoo! Group.
Members of North Shore ARES are asked to continue to
monitor the Danvers repeater and keep the Net Control Station
updated on your availability. As we continue to monitor the
situation, further activations may be necessary. We currently
expect to remain active through Monday night – with an extension
of that time frame certainly possible.
The North Shore ARES leadership would like to thank all of
the stations who have assisted so far, and who have offered
their assistance. We would also like to thank the North Shore
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Radio Association for the use of their repeater system during
this activation.

North Shore ARES Situation Report #3
Nor'easter / Ice Storm 12/11-12/14/08
Overview
North Shore ARES leadership has been actively monitoring
the situation presented by the Nor'easter/Ice Storm that has
been affecting Massachusetts since Thursday. The Danvers 145.470
repeater was monitored regularly throughout the actual storm
taking reports from Skywarn spotters and from stations in the
affected area. Following the conclusion of the storm, a resource
net began on the repeater, with hourly call ups to gather the
availability of ARES members. On Friday December 12th at 12:30
pm, KA1NCF and KB1KQW officially put North Shore ARES into a
standby mode. A notification was sent out to the North Shore
ARES email list, and an announcement was also made on the
Danvers repeater. North Shore ARES moved to full activation
mode as of 18:30 on Saturday, December 13, 2008. North Shore
ARES continues to be in full activation mode at this time, and
is expected to continue to be until 16:00 hours on December 16,
2008. North Shore ARES will remain in Stand By mode until Friday
December 19, 2008.
Once NSARES returns to Standby mode, resource call ups will
be performed 4 times a day, at times to be determined. As the
week continues, there remains a possibility that additional
support may be needed, therefore the decision has been made to
keep the NSARES teams in standby.
The situation continues to evolve, and ARES Leadership is
continuing to monitor as events unfold. The need for assistance
appears to be extending into Monday, and possibly into Tuesday.
All stations are encouraged to keep ARES updated with your
availability during the hourly call up on the Danvers repeater
or by sending an email to ares@nsradio.org. Stations are also
reminded to check your equipment, and make sure everything is in
proper working order, and to pass your capabilities onto the Net
Control Station along with your availability.
Activations
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North Shore ARES has been contacted to assist by assembling
an ARES-MAT to help with the town of Gardner. The need also
exists to have additional operators on Stand-By in the event
further support is requested. A total of 5 teams were sent to
Gardner to support their operations. At 12:30 hours on December
16, 2008 all operations in Gardner were secured.
North Shore ARES has been providing support on a very
limited basis to the State Emergency Operations Center to back
up RACES staff. This support is expected to continue into the
week, however has been completely handled.
Further Information
Further information about the storm; including upcoming
forecasts and the local storm report please visit the National
Weather Service website at www.weather.gov/boston.
Additional information can be found on the North Shore
Radio Association website at www.nsradio.org and on the NSARES
Yahoo! Group.
Members of North Shore ARES are asked to continue to
monitor the Danvers repeater and keep the Net Control Station
updated on your availability. As we continue to monitor the
situation, further activations may be necessary. We currently
expect to remain active through Monday night – with an extension
of that time frame certainly possible.
The North Shore ARES leadership would like to thank all of
the stations who have assisted so far, and who have offered
their assistance. We would also like to thank the North Shore
Radio Association for the use of their repeater system during
this activation.
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